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Abstract
Established in 1 990, Logical Design Solutions Incorporated (LDS) was among the first to
recognize the World Wide Web (Web) as a platform for deploying serious enterprise
solutions. LDS provides Global 2000 companies, such as AT&T Corporation (AT&T),
with Internet, extranet, and intranet applications that solve real-world business problems.
A leader in Web consulting, LDS offers a comprehensive set of solutions and services,
from design to development, tailored to organizations with complex enterprise
technology needs.
In late 1997, AT&T requested LDS to begin developing an intranet strategy that
would support AT&T's Cash Balance Pension Plan. AT&T, formerly known as the
American Telephone and Telegraph Company, is the largest telecommunications
company in the United States, and a worldwide leader in communications services.
The objective of this thesis project was for the author to learn, create, and
document the Analysis and Design, Development and Implementation, and Quality
Assurance Testing phases of AT&T's Pension Update Information Center Intranet
Website. The author, the HTML developer, was a key team member of LDS's project
team. The LDS project team acted as an extension ofAT&T's internal management team
providing industry-specific knowledge and Web expertise throughout the development of
Pension Update Information Center.
While the primary business objective of Pension Update Information Center was
to maximize internal communications and at the same time, reduce the rollout cost of
AT&T's pension benefit program that impacts 72,600 employees, the LDS project team
also had to meet the following secondary business objectives:
e To reduce call and work volume at AT&T's Customer Care Center (CCC).
e Support AT&T's overall pension communication strategy.
xm
Establish the intranet Website as a credible, reliable, and engaging source of
information.
In order for the LDS project team to meet these business objectives, the following three
evolutionary phases ofPension Update Information Center had to be achieved:
1 . Analysis andDesign during this phase, the LDS project team worked closely
with AT&T's management team and formulated Web strategies and
requirements that mirrored the business objectives.
2. Implementation and Development during this phase, the LDS project team
integrated the formulated business requirements with leading edge
technology, a usable interface design, creative "look and feel" design, and
optimized content.
3. Quality Assurance Testing during this phase, the LDS project team
thoroughly tested the implemented the Website until all erroneous information
was fixed and business objectives were met.
After the above three phases were implemented and approved, the LDS project
team delivered a Website that contained a viable, successful Web strategy that balanced
AT&T's business and enterprise objectives for user needs and competitive market
challenges. The documentation that follows discusses the lifecycle approach that the LDS
project team used to meet AT&T's objectives and that the author used to gain an
understanding of intranet methodology.
xiv
Chapter 1
Introduction
Throughout the past few years, the Internet and the Web has been growing in popularity
at a tremendous rate. It has revolutionized the computer and communications world like
nothing before. The invention of the telegraph, telephone, radio, and computer set the
stage for this unprecedented integration of capabilities. "The Internet is at once a world
wide broadcasting capability, a mechanism for information dissemination and a medium
for collaboration and interaction between individuals and their computers without regard
for geographic location" (Leiner 1997). An even faster growing phenomenon, though, is
the use of the intranet.
The intranet is a new trend in Internet-based technology. It is a network designed
for internal use and is used at all types of companies ranging from high-tech computer
firms to doctor's offices. With an accurate solution, it has the capability of increasing
business productivity and leveraging costs.
Intranet technology can be used in many different ways. It can be used to set up
central document repository or workgroup servers, or to integrate with existing databases,
either by writing custom software or using commercial applications. Intranets can also be
used as a "client/server combination, allowing quick building of distributed applications.
Use of the Web can also allow developers to quickly build cross-platform tools. Because
HyperText Markup Language (HTML), the language of the Web, is an open standard,
almost any computer can use a browser as a Graphical User Interface
(GUI)" (Casselbury
1996). Intranets are expected to eventually exceed external Internet growth.
The historical background of the intranet begins with the Internet. Therefore, it is
necessary to give a brief description of the emergence of the Internet and the Web.
History of the Internet and the Web
The question so many people ask about the creation of the Internet is who runs it? The
truth is there is no centralized management of the Internet. Instead, it is a collection of
thousands of individual networks and organizations, each of which is run and paid for on
its own. Each network cooperates with other networks to direct Internet traffic so that
information can pass among them. Together, all these networks and organizations make
up the wired world of the Internet. "In order for networks and computers to cooperate in
this way, though, there needs to be general agreement about things such as Internet
procedures and standards for protocols. These procedures and standards are laid out in
Requests For Comments (RFC) that Internet users and organizations have agreed upon"
(Leiner 1997). The fact that no one organization runs the Internet is in large part due to
the way it was born.
In August 1962, J.C.R Licklider ofMassachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)
wrote the first recorded description of interactions that could be achieved through
networking. Licklider discussed his "Galactic Network" concept in which he envisioned a
globally interconnected infrastructure in which anyone can obtain quick access to data at
any given time. In October 1962, he became head of the computer research program at
the United States Defense Department's Advanced Research Project Agency (DARPA).
Here, he convinced his successors at DARPA, Ivan Sutherland, Bob Taylor, and MIT
researcher Lawrence G. Roberts, the importance of this networking concept.
Leonard Kleinrock at MIT published the first paper on packet switching theory in
July 1961 and convinced Roberts of his theories of using packets rather that circuits for
communicating electronically, which was a major step along the path towards computer
networking. To explore this theory, in 1965, Roberts partnered with Thomas Merrill and
connected the "TX-s computer in Massachusetts to the Q-32 in California with a low
speed dial-up telephone line creating the first, however small, Wide-Area Network
(WAN) ever
built" (Leiner 1997).
With these theories as a basis, in 1969, DARPA built an experimental computer
network partnered with the United States Advanced Research Projects Agency
(ARPANET). ARPANET successfully tied together military researchers and universities,
thus allowing their computer resources to be shared as well as communicate via e-mail.
The network was also built to withstand damage, for example from a bomb attack, so that
the military would still be able to electronically communicate. "Messages and data could
still be sent from one computer to another, bypassing the damaged part of the
network"
(Leiner 1997). The network also "had to be open enough to allow a wide variety of
computer hardware to run on it. All of these factors necessarily meant that the network
had to be a decentralized one"(Leiner 1997).
ARPANET began to expand on this technology of a packet switching network by
developing satellite networks, ground-base packet radio networks, and other networks.
Soon, large organizations began to create their own networks based off the basic
ARPANET infrastructure theories, in which some even hooked into ARPANET itself.
"Most notably, the United States National Science Foundation (NSF), a federally founded
agency that created five supercomputer centers in the 1980's to be used primarily by
universities" (Leiner 1997).
Around 1985, traffic grew so much that the network had to be divided. The
military split offwhile the NSF was given responsibility for running the civilian network,
the United States NSFNET. The United States NSFNET in turn contracted with a private
company, Merit Network Incorporated (MM), which partnered with International
Business Machines Corporation (IBM) and MCI WorldCom Incorporated (MCI) to
upgrade the network. United States NSFNET also decided that the network should no
longer be available to only university researchers and government employees involved in
computer science. It would now allow anyone in universities to hook in as well. "This
move further decentralized the Internet (by which name it was known by 1987, instead of
NSFNET). The Internet has evolved into a network connecting commercial ventures,
individuals, researchers, universities, government employees in essence, anyone with a
computer can connect to it" (Leiner 1997).
Though this proved to be a remarkable way for people to communicate and share
information, those that used the system had to have a working knowledge of the UNIX
operating system in order to tap into the network. "This interface was so unintuitive that
only computer specialists could navigate the Internet, and thus many people who would
have benefited from the data housed in the system were unable to access it" (Leiner
1997). A better way to find and retrieve documents had to be created. These theories lead
to the invention of the Web.
In 1989, Tim Berners-Lee of the European Laboratory for Particle Physics
(CERN) proposed the Web as a means of an open-ended information system designed
specifically with ease of use and document interchange. As a "way for scientists around
the world to collaborate using a global information system based on hypertext and a
series of communication protocols that would present information in documents that
could be linked to other documents and stored on computers throughout the Internet"
(Leiner 1997). This was defined by a new language called HTML, a subsidiary of the
Standard Generalized Markup Language (SGML), which was already widely used at that
time. People would then access these pages through the use of a single software program
called a browser on the Web and use HTML to present this information. These
documents would be transferred to remote Websites by a protocol called the HyperText
Transfer Protocol (HTTP).
The browser, also known as a client, is a tool used to communicate, interpret, and
display information. Clients make requests to servers and servers process requests made
by clients based on a set of rules for communicating on the network called a protocol.
Protocols specify how the programs talk to each other and what meaning to give to the
data they receive. Many protocols are in use on the Internet, and the Web makes use of
them all. However, the primary protocol used on the Web is a program called the
HyperText Transfer Protocol Daimon (HTTPD), the mechanism on the receiving end,
which processes the requests. A Daimon is a UNIX term for a program that processes
requests. HTTPD resides on the Web server, which is at the heart of a connection to the
Web.
The first Web documents were only text based and the browser used to retrieve
and view these documents was a crude text-reader. Though it was crude, it still enabled
researchers to locate a document on the Web and then access other documents elsewhere
on the Web. This was possible without entering complex retrieval commands or even
knowing where the retrieved document resided. This system was made publicly available,
but due to its crude nature was only used by the scientific community as a means of
distributing research findings.
In early 1993, there were only about fifty Websites worldwide. In 1993, the
National Center for Superconducting Applications (NCSA) released a UNIX version of
the Mosaic Web browser. Mosaic was created by Marc Andressen, then a student at the
University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign, and whom later became a principal at
Netscape. Unlike earlier Web browsers, Mosaic used icons, pull-down menus, bit
mapped graphics, and colorful links to display hypertext documents. At the touch of a
button, users were able to navigate through pages, which were linked together through
keywords or specified hot areas within the document. Mosaic was later created for users
ofMicrosoft Windows and Macintosh.
The acceptance and popularity ofMosaic has lead to the innovation of browsers
by companies such as Netscape and Microsoft. These browsers use HTML 4.0, the
specification Web publishers use in order to have advanced control over the layout of
their documents. HTML 4.0 supports tables, mathematical equations, banners, and much
more. Today, groups such as the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C), InterNIC, and the
Internet Activities Board (IAC), help guide the Internet's growth by establishing
standards and educating people about the Internet.
The Internet has been hailed by many as the most innovative technology that
computing has seen. The truth is, though, that Internet technology may have its greatest
impact in the next several years not on general culture, but rather on corporations. As the
Internet grew, corporations took more and more advantage of it. It was not too long
afterwards that corporations discovered its power and realized that it can also be used
internally, not just externally.
When Internet technology is applied and used inside an organization, and open
only to the organization's users, it is referred to as an intranet. The same technologies
underlie corporate intranets as does the larger Internet. The only difference, and a very
important one, is that an organization must maintain strict security protocols around its
intranet to keep intruders out.
Statement ofGoals
Leading-edge organizations, both large and small, are using intranets to improve internal
communications and gain a competitive edge. The objective of this thesis project was to
learn, create, and document the Analysis and Design, Development and Implementation
and Quality Assurance Testing phases of AT&T's Pension Update Information Center
Intranet Website. The Website was designed to maximize internal communications and at
the same time, reduce the rollout cost of AT&T's new pension benefits program, that
impacted 72,600 management employees. The statement of the goals for generating
Pension Update Information Center were realized by addressing the following three
phases:
1. Analysis andDesign
Identify Overview.
Identify Vision and Scope.
Identify General Requirements.
Identify Design and Deliverables.
2. Development and Implementation
Develop Content Hierarchy Analysis Document (CHAD).
Develop User Interface Design Document (UIDD).
Develop Creative "Look and
Feel" Design.
Develop HTML and Common Gateway Interface (CGI) Coding.
QualityAssurance Testing
Identify Quality Assurance Test Case.
Test on LDS and AT&T Production Servers.
Launch and Maintain Website.
Background and Significance for Analysis and Design Phase
A great deal of mental work and research has to take place long before an intranet is
developed. The most important part of an intranet Website is planning. With a lack of
planning the result is usually poor performance and dissatisfied users. Good analysis and
design will allow an organization to implement a complete electronic communications
intranet Website that will significantly affect an organization's capability to produce
quality products and services in a timely manner. This will ensure that only good, solid
information gets the distribution that the intranet brings.
Background and Significance for Development and Implementation Phase
Once the content is analyzed and the design is determined, the task of converting the
material to a form suitable for display remains. A project team must create and determine
how conversion practices will take place and how interactivity will be accomplished.
Each person on the project team will have an explicit task to carry out. All tools and
techniques that will aid the process are chosen at this time.
Background and Significance for Quality Assurance Testing Phase
Testing is a crucial phase in the development of any Website and should be a required
step when building any Website. Testing includes content, functionality, graphic, and
system check. The testers should not be the same people who develop the content or
program the pages. These people are too close to the original material, and they'll see
exactly what they expect to see; if someone who has no such preconceived notions is
used as a tester, an intranet ofmuch higher quality will prevail.
Endnotes forChapter 1
Casselbury, Rich. Running the Perfect Intranet. (Indianapolis, Indiana: Que
Corporation, 1996), 1.
Leiner, Barry. A BriefHistory of the Internet, Version 3.1. February 20, 1997, 1, 2.
Chapter 2
Background Theory
Designing a usable intranet requires a background understanding of Intranet Technology,
Analysis and Design, Development and Implementation, and Quality Assurance Testing
theories. The following discusses and takes these considerations into account.
Understanding Intranet Technology Theories
Intranet Defined
Today fully sixty percent of Web-related hardware and software is being purchased for
use inside corporate networks. Whether or not an organization has an intranet will be a
good determination of whether or not the organization is an old-world or new-world
organization. "The intra and inter distinction is not unique to the world of computing. The
Latin prefix intra means within and the prefix inter means between" (Greer 1998).
"An intranet is a private computer network that uses Internet standards and
protocols to enable members of an organization to communicate and collaborate more
efficiently with one another, thereby increasing productivity. Previously administered
networks such as a WAN does not need to be eliminated but can instead be adapted
to"
(Greer 1998).
Intranet Purpose
The purpose of an intranet, together with the Web, is to streamline business processes, be
more competitive, enhance internal and external communication, and improve the bottom
line.
With proper permission and access, users can retrieve information quickly and
respond in no time. This reduces corporate paper costs and cuts down on distribution
time. A page on the Web can instantly be changed and viewed by many users
simultaneously. An intranet could not only be used for posting information but also as a
transactional environment a two-way interaction, such as downloading information or,
as in the case of Pension Update Information Center, for inquiring and updating personal
pension information. "Whether an employee needs a report, a software download, or a
personalized letter, using Web technology can be an intuitive and efficient alternative to
the delays and frustrations of telephone tag or paper
pushing" (Rway Communications
1998).
Intranet and Internet: Similarities and Differences
Because both environments use the same tools, protocols, and services, the differences
between the Internet and an intranet lies more in the areas of description, scope, and
parameters than with the underlying technologies.
While the Internet and an intranet share the same tools, protocols, and services,
the largest differences between the two are ownership and access. Any one person or
entity does not own the Internet and anyone in the world with access to a computer, a
modem, and a connection to the Internet can gain access. An intranet is a private network,
owned by the organization that it serves with access by invitation only.
An organization may also take an intranet and allow access to it by remote
branches within the organization. The intranet that extends outside the organization to
customers, vendors, or other partners is called an extranet. Permission is also needed to
access an extranet. Table 1 illustrates a comparison of Internet, intranet, and extranet
environments.
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Table 1
Comparison of the Internet, Intranets, andExtranets
Access Ownership Tools
Internet Open to everyone. No owner Computer, browser, and/or
network connection.
Intranets Organization members,
by permission.
Organization Computer, browser, and
modem or network connection.
Extranets Customers, vendors,
partners, by permission.
Organization Computer, browser, and
modem.
(Greer 1998)
The Internet as a whole lacks significant security. Intranets can be configured so
that they provide the appropriate amount of security needed. The Internet gives access to
the public, whereas an intranet can only be logged onto by a person who is either
affiliated with an organization or given special permission by the organization's
administrator.
The Internet is not controlled, owned, nor governed by any single person, group,
government, or country. Rules and standards are established by consensus, and these
conventions are adhered to voluntarily. An intranet is completely controlled, owned, and
governed by the organization that purchased the equipment, provides the content, and
employs the users. All the rules and standards adopted by that organization are company
policy and, therefore, must be followed by the users. Penalties for violations of these
policies can be enforced similar to any other company dictate.
The audience of the Internet is unlimited, except by the population of the Earth,
but is currently estimated at just more than ninety million in which traffic over the
Internet is almost doubling every one hundred days. This audience uses the Internet for a
variety of purposes, ranging from commercial, to education, to research, and to
entertainment. The audience of an intranet is limited and controlled to those granted
access by the organization that owns and maintains it. The organization can closely
11
control the purposes for which its audience uses the intranet by limiting the availability of
internal and external information services.
Overall content management on the Internet is unregulated, unorganized, and
often untrustworthy. Anyone with access and space to store data can add to the content
available on the Internet. An intranet's content management system can span any aspect
of content, software, hardware, authoring tools, presentation, maintenance, and access.
However, by allowing users the widest breath of creation capability and external
information access will increase the overall value of an intranet, as well as improve the
satisfaction, productivity, and quality of an organization.
The focus and direction of information on the Internet is not always accurate.
Conversely, information on an intranet, such as on Pension Update Information Center,
can have high levels of sophisticated focus and direction. That focus can be directed
toward a limited, predetermined work-group, full- or part-time staff, management or
general users, a division, and even specific individuals.
The differences between intranets and the Internet are many, although the
differences give each special advantages. Many advantages can be combined by
connecting an intranet with the Internet, however the implications of adding an Internet
feed into an intranet must be carefully considered and security must be maintained.
Hardware and Software Used
The hardware used on an intranet is similar as that used on any traditional network. "The
only added requirement is the primary and central protocol of TCP/IP. These two
protocols for exchanging information: the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) and the
Internet Protocol (IP) are known as TCP/IP. They are separate protocols, not a single one,
although they are tightly woven together to allow for the most efficient
communications"
(Gralla 1996).
"These two protocols perform their magic by doing something that seems
deceptively simple. They break data into sections called packets, deliver those packets to
the proper destinations on an intranet or an Internet Website, and after they have been
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delivered, they reassemble the packets into their original form so that they can be viewed
and used by the recipient"(Gralla 1996). TCP performs the work of separating the data
into packets and reassembling it, while IP is responsible for making sure that the packets
are sent to the right destination. In order for computers to take full advantage of an
intranet, TCP/IP must be used.
The Internet is a worldwide global network that is present in every significant
country in the world. Intranets are usually confined to a smaller area, such as a single
state, city, or buildingbut WAN intranets, such as what AT&T currently employs,
spans a country or multiple countries. The Internet has more than ninety million hosts,
whereas the largest intranet usually has less then ten thousand hosts. AT&T uses WAN
networks and TCP/IP protocols to communicate throughout their organization across the
world.
Intranets are also built with technology borrowed from client/server networks.
Networks need routers, switches, wires, and cables, as well as client and server
computers. Client machines make requests from the network resources through servers.
Servers store, manage, and serve information for the private network. Typically servers
have robust processors and large mass storage devices. The computer acting as a server
can be any type of machine (personal computer or mainframe), running any operating
system (such as Microsoft Windows, UNIX, or Macintosh). A simple intranet might have
one server to handle all intranet services. A large-scale intranet might employ ten, twenty,
or hundreds of servers to host and replicate information. Servers can be dedicated to a
specific use, such as a mail server, or can be partitioned for several uses according to the
types of server software installed and the data being managed.
Any type of computer or workstation (such as an IBM compatible, Macintosh,
and Sun System) can act as a client computer. A client is equipped with it's own
operating system, disk drives, and software programs, such as spreadsheet, word
processing, scheduling, and authoring tools.
To operate, software is needed on both the client and server side. The server has
software to manage its functions and to perform specialty services. The client software
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varies according to the needs of the user. Some programs come off the shelf while other
programs, such as scripts, applets, controls, and libraries are customized by programmers
in order to perform a specific task within a browser.
Server application programs reside on the server and manage the business and
administrative functions. Such functions include mail processing, storing files, searching,
and handling financial transactions. Server software is platform specific: Microsoft
Windows NT has its own server software, as do UNIX, IBM, Macintosh, and others. As
long as the server is running TCP/IP, it can communicate with any other device on an
intranet.
Browsers are Internet and intranet client programs that communicate requests
from the client to the server and display the retrieved information for the user. A browser
is the interface between a user and the content stored on the network. It is the universal
front end for client machines and many types of server software.
HTML is not software, but is the document format that organizes and codes
content in such a way that a browser can display it. Not all the information shared across
the intranet may be in HTML format, but all Web browser pages, whether on the Internet
or an intranet, are written in HTML.
The originating purpose of the Internet was to link disparate types of computers
and file formats into a high-speed network. Data exchange protocols accomplish this
purpose by enabling vastly different computers with different operating systems to speak
a common language to each other.
An intranet offers the opportunity to achieve full integration across an
organization's network because it uses Internet-based browsers communication protocols,
software, and development tools.
There are many tools that developers have at their disposal to build Web
applications. Some are comprehensive kits such as Microsoft Visual InterDev, a Web
application development system, and others are tools, scripts, or programs that are more
specific, such as ActiveX controls and JavaScript.
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As mentioned previously, Internet and intranet Websites use protocols. Any
product that is built to use these protocols can interact with other products built to the
same standards. Primary protocols of use on an intranet include the following:
Transmission Control Protocol/Internet Protocol (TCP/IP) the underlying
stack of communication protocols.
File Transfer Protocol (FTP) for copying large files from archives.
HyperText Transfer Protocol (HTTP) to move text and graphics.
Simple Mail Transfer Protocol (SMTP) to relay text.
Internet Relay Chat (IRC) for interactive real-time conversations on-line.
USENET protocol for bulletin board type messaging.
News Network Transfer Protocol (NNTP) for handling newsgroup
communications.
For Web-based communications, two additional standard Internet protocols are
needed. These standards revolutionized the Web by making the transfer and display of
information in forms other than plain text. They are the following:
Uniform Resource Locator (URL) a uniform addressing system.
HyperText Markup Language (HTML) an Internet-based language that
provides a method for displaying text, images, sound, and video.
"Together, these open standards and protocols form the foundation for intranet
technologies. Because the standards and protocols are the same on an intranet as on the
Web, users of the internal network who have permission can move unimpeded across the
Internet and the
Web" (Gralla 1996).
Since the Web is a rapidly developing arena, compatibility is a problem. The aim
of open systems is to allow choices and provide developers with some direction. De Jure
Standards are formal standards that have been approved by such organizations as the
Institute of Electrical and Electronic Engineers (IEEE) and the International Standards
Organizations (ISO). De Facto Standards are widely adopted, reality-based industry
standards not officially sanctioned by any particular body, but in general use.
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Unfortunately, developing formal standards is often time consuming and usually becomes
quickly outdated do to the constant changing technology.
How IntranetWeb Servers and Browsers Work
The Web uses client/server architecture to work. To access the Web, a client uses a Web
browser program, a GUI, which communicates with the server. A browser is a powerful
device that contacts servers, request data, receives the requested data, and then interprets
the retrieved HTML pages for screen display. Clients are available for all common types
of computers. Popular browsers include Netscape Communicator and Microsoft Internet
Explorer. The client/server model works well, since it allows many different types of
clients on different computers to communicate, and the same corporate resources can be
made available to all clients from the same servers. The operating system of a server need
not be the same as the operating system of a browser. Popular operating systems for
servers include UNIX and Microsoft Windows NT.
It is common practice for an organization to choose a browser for standard use
across the organization. This is because as browsers evolve to include more and more
features, their developers frequently push the standards by incorporating new capabilities
that are not universally supported. "While departing from standards drives more
innovative browser products to market, it also means that people using one browser may
not see or experience features on a Website geared to another browser" (Garrett 1997).
When developers write code for more than one browser they must keep the various
features and limitations in mind and develop a Website that is universally accepted by all
browsers. This is time consuming, often bringing up development costs.
In order to use an intranet, the browser must first be launched through the TCP/IP
software installed on the personal computer. When the browser is launched, a certain
location is visited by default. On an intranet, that location may be a departmental home
page. To visit a different location, the user must type the URL in the location string or
click through a series of hyperlinks. The Web browser then sends the URL request using
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HTTP, which defines the way the Web browser and the Web server communicate with
one another.
"If the request is for a page found on the intranet, routers send the request to that
intranet page. A high-speed connection is usually available, since intranets can be built
using high-speed wires, and all traffic inside the intranet can be conducted over those
wires. Internet traffic is usually much slower due to the amount of traffic on the Internet,
and because there may be a variety of low-speed connections that the request from the
intranet will have to traverse" (Garrett 1997). Usually intranets have higher speed
connections due to a limited amount of traffic and higher band-width lines.
When a Web server receives the request using HTTP, it then sends the requested
document or object back to the Web browser client. The information is then displayed on
the computer screen in the Web browser. After the document or object is sent to the Web
browser, the HTTP connection is closed to make more efficient use of network resources.
URL's, such as Pension Update Information Center address
http://www.totalvalue.web. contain several parts. The first part "http://" details what
Internet protocol to use. The second part "www.totalvalue.web" identifies the Web
and a specific directory on the server to contact. As the Web evolves, it is becoming a
true multimedia environment by allowing mediums such as video, sound, and
transactions to be used. These mediums can be obtained by such programming languages
and scripts such as Java, JavaScript, CGI, and Active Server Pages (ASP), in order to
display interactivity and database information.
Understanding Intranet Analysis and Design Theories
Once the theories of intranet technology are understood, the Analysis and Design phase
of an intranet Website can take place. If careful analysis and design is not determined and
carried out, an intranet will grow out of control without direction, potentially dragging
down the processes that one is trying to accomplish.
Good analysis and design begins with the organization of a project team and the
planning of certain tasks of building an intranet. In order to reach these technological
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goals, the following must be determined: the cost, project team, scope, site specifications,
content, the creative and user interface design, and the use of additional programming
other than HTML.
Determine Cost
Once the scope of the project is defined, the cost of an intranet is then determined. The
cost of an intranet depends on the scope, design, and the level of technology required.
While costs are a major factor in deciding whether or not the scope of the intranet will be
carried out, the bottom-line setup costs are not as important as deciding the overall return
from an intranet. The overall return factors in several cost elements include the following:
Cost of setup, including hardware and software.
Cost of converting existing information for use on an intranet.
Cost of creating new information.
Cost of designing and programming for intranet applications.
Cost of training.
"Though this can quickly add up to a significant sum, costs are reduced in other
areas such as reduction in printing costs, improved communication, and enhanced user
skills. As an intranet is planned, it must be kept in mind that costs are only one aspect of
the plan and that costs will change as an organization accesses audience, intranet goals,
content requirements, resources (hardware, software, and human), and security
issues"
(Dyson 1997).
Form the Project Team
A project team varies depending on the scope of the project and the type of organization.
"The person or group in charge of an intranet will need all sorts of skills, some technical
and some
diplomatic" (Dyson 1997). A team may consist of an account manager, project
manager, business analyst, content analyst, creative designer, user interface designer,
HTML developer, programmer, quality assurance tester, and Web administrator. Other
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players, ones that are maybe closer to a particular piece of content, may also aid in the
analysis development process.
One or many departments may carry out maintenance responsibilities. Some
organizations will find it easier to assign maintenance responsibilities to the departments
that created the content on the Website, rather than manage the entire Website content by
one department. As well as determining who has access and is in charge of particular
information, a Web administrator must keep tract of the day-to-day running of the
intranet, check network usage, and continue efforts to fine-tune the daily operation of the
intranet.
Identify Website Specifications
"Simply having a corporate intranet is not an appropriate goal for a corporation; saying
that one wants to offer technical support and education won't do either"(Dyson 1997). A
project manager must establish a set of clearly defined detailed goals and then get the
members of the project team to sign off on them as a group. If this step is ignored, the
intranet Website will end up unfocused and confusing.
Some questions that should be addressed when analyzing an intranet are the
following: Why is the organization creating this intranet? What is the purpose of the
Website? What is the mission statement? In addition, what does the organization want to
get out of this Website? Once the goals are determined they should be defined and
prioritized.
Within the scope of a project a set of functional requirements must be
accomplished. Functional requirements are specific tasks that the intranet Website must
accomplish in order to get the appropriate information to the user. This is done with
content presented through HTML or other programming needs that pure HTML may not
be able to accomplish.
An intranet audience usually ranges from users whom are technically advanced to
technically challenged. Some users will breeze through the Website while others will be
scared to click a button. An intranet should be designed with two levels of users in mind:
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"a fast-track for the speedracers to get what they need and get on with their work, and a
learner's lane to help newbies build confidence and get up to speed"(Greer 1997).
One way to determine the success of an intranet is whether or not it was able to
convert technically challenged users to successful intranet users. A way of promoting
success is to add a "help" or "new to this Website" section. In it, the design and function
of the Website are described in basic terms. Another is to hold training sessions after the
launch of the Website so a beginner will be able to get hands on experience with a
technical savvy trainer.
The environment(s) in which the user will access the Website should also be
considered. Not all users access intranets through the comfort of their computers in their
private offices. Some users may only be able to access Websites on shared machines
during their lunch break or from dialing in from a remote location such as their home. A
user's computer may have a different processing speeds or different screen resolutions.
Most importantly, users throughout an organization may be using different types of
browsers to view the intranet content. These environmental issues vary the most in larger-
size companies such as AT&T.
Identify Content
Content also needs to be planned to fit the intranets scope before it actually gets
converted or created. "Planning and designing intranet content is not the same as
designing the pages. The design and look of the pages should be created after the
functionality is
decided" (Dyson 1997).
The first step is to determine what kind of content the audience would appreciate
receiving and then determine where to get that content. The information may already be
in electronic format in binders, pamphlets, or booklets. Other content that should also be
considered is a "sitemap"so that the user can quickly jump from section to section and
get an idea of where information is located throughout the Website. A
"glossary"
may
also be helpful so that the user can look up terms that are unfamiliar to them. And another
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section that may be helpful is "what's new?", an area that tells users about recently
published content and features.
Understanding Implementation and Development Theories
An intranet's Implementation and Development phase should be built on goals, user
capabilities, and needs in which platform, technology, and use policy issues are
considered. The Analysis andDesign Phase of an intranet Website identifies content, user
capabilities, browser choice, design, and functionality. Once these are determined, the
tools for developing the Website can be chosen. Development tools are used to create
special functionality for a Website. Knowing the target client platforms and the
organization's distributed browser(s) will help guide the choice of implementation.
Content, user interface style, graphics, and code will be constructed at this phase.
Develop Content Hierarchy Analysis Document (CHAD)
The first step of the Development and Implementation phase is to take the pertinent
information obtained and develop a CHAD. A CHAD consists of a flow chart of general
headings broken down into sections or buckets of information, dependent on the content
of each section. A CHAD is a resourceful tool to use when designing the creative and
user interface design of a Website, as well as aid the project team during the
implementation stage.
Develop User Interface and Creative "Look and
Feel" Design
The user interface and creative "look and
feel" design of an intranet Website can be
compared to a metaphor of a car it has to feel right and be functional, or users will not
drive it. Once the scope, audience, and overall content of a Website are quantified, the
"look and feel" will follow naturally. For the Website is to be a success, a project team
must recognize the expectations of the users.
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Users expect to recognize that their intranet is a product of their organization
that it not clash with the perception of their organization. In this way, an intranet is no
different from the architecture or accouterments of the building in which the users work.
The creative "look and feel" refers not only the physical appearance of the
Website, but also to its functionality. Whether the pages are text-oriented or strongly
graphical depends on the nature of the users as well as the circumstances under which
they will be most likely to use the intranet. For example, to an essentially non-computer
literate population, a visual interface is easier and quicker to navigate than a list ofmenu
options.
For experienced users, the usual mouse click functions are as natural as breathing,
but they can be intimidating to new users. When will a double click suffice? When will a
single click suffice? How do you know when to right mouse click? To avoid alienating
users, who are relatively new to computers and Web environments, the navigation should
be kept simple.
User-centered design principles must be considered. The key to actions, whether
they are keystrokes or mouse clicks, is that they must feel intuitive. That is, the actions
should be congruent with the context and logical for the users. A counter-intuitive action
or interface impedes learning and can cause extreme frustration for users as they have to
stop, interpret the situation, and figure out what is to be expected of them. For example,
user interface designers that set up a page so that users must make selections near the
bottom of the screen, and then return to the top of the screen to click a submit button are
going against the flow. And users will not thank them for it.
All the whiz-bang, spinning, twirling titles, and animations can never make up for
the lack of design approach that anticipates and serves the needs of the users. Users
should feel in control of their intranet environment rather than feel controlled by the
software applications. An interface is the meeting point between the human and the
computer. If users do not feel in control, they may feel defeated. It will affect their
productivity.
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Consistency in design and use of proper icons builds trust in the users. Users want
to trust that when they learn an action, it will yield the same results each and every time.
A "feedback" section is also an important feature. Whether recording frustration or
delight, users need to feel they are not licked out and that they have the ability to reach
the owners of the Website. Besides soothing the sensibilities of users, feedback is a
crucial element for continuous improvement of a Website. A problem cannot be fixed
unless it is known that it exists.
An intranet project team would want to take the following considerations into
account:
Designing for the computer screen, not the printed page.
Browser differences.
Cross platform color calibration issues.
High resolution verse low-resolution monitors.
Bit depth monitor.
What is the visual appeal of the Website?
What do visitors notice first?
How do text and images work together?
How effectively do the displays communicate?
There has never been a distribution medium like the Web. Creative designers
have an opportunity to define the "look and
feel"
of the Web. Although the Web may be
considered by many the latest, most advanced technologies in computing, it is a very
disconcerting authoring environment for most creative designers. Graphics are
indisputably one of the key components that have made the Web so popular and exciting.
Even so, the graphic tools and techniques available to create visuals are confusing and
limited.
The Web, like all GUIs, is easy to view and use, but more difficult to create for.
There are many parallels to Web design and the early days of desktop publishing.
Designers must now know how to design for the computer screen and not just the printed
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page. On the printed page, everyone sees the same thing. A printed page has fixed
dimensions and once designed, it stays the same and can not be changed.
Because publishing for computer screens entails more than one environment,
creating artwork for the Web is very different from other visual delivery mediums. Some
screens are small, some are large, some have color, and some do not. Different operating
systems deal with color differently and some users may have faster connections than
others may. Different browsers display artwork differently and different computer
platforms have different fonts. This is a nightmare for creative designers and in order for
them to have control over it, they must know the user's environment. In order to have
control over the environment the creative designer must design for the lowest common
denominator. Once the creative designer understands what the lowest denominator is,
then a design will triumph.
As previously described a Web browser reads Web pages and displays them to a
user. Different browsers can interpret the visual content of a Web page differently. A
designer has the task of designing for a medium that is subject to change according to
user preferences. When browsers first evolved, there were dozens capable of adhering
different features, usually crude in context, but browser features that were present years
ago are much less problematic today.
Since HTML was created in an attempt to be a universally accepted, cross-
platform standard language for displaying information on the Web, various
interpretations of its use evolved. Due to the constant evolution, it takes some time for a
standards committee to agree on what should be officially supported.
"Entrepreneurial developers, such as Netscape and Microsoft took matters into
their own hands and developed Web browsers that supported more options, without the
blessings or participation of the HTML standards committee. New HTML code was
developed that was supported only on proprietary browser systems, starting with
Netscape and then followed by others such as
Microsoft" (Wienman 1996).
The greatest ability that the Web gives is the ability to support users with different
platforms, "the unfortunate fact about cross-platform authoring is that viewers log on to
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the Web by using different computers with different color spaces, color cards, monitor
types, and monitor sizes" (Wienman 1996).
One of the problems with color on computers is that few monitors are calibrated
accurately, especially to one another. Shades of color often vary wildly from computer to
computer and from platform to platform. Even within an organization color shift between
identical operating systems using identical hardware.
Color calibration is a distressing problem for creative designers who expect the
colors they have chosen to look the same on every system. But what can be done to make
good looking graphics look good everywhere? What becomes important is the color that
is chosen and the contrast and value of a graphic. "If you achieve contrast and value
balance, the brightness and darkness, or color differences, on various platforms are going
to be less objectionable"(Wienman 1996).
Across different computer platforms, the calibration problem is amplified by
gamma differences. Gamma dictates the brightness and contrast of a computer's display.
For example, Macintosh platforms are typically brighter than Personal Computer
platforms because of the differences in their native gamma settings. Both calibration and
gamma pose variables that are impossible to control in Web design.
Value also becomes an important variable in the context of Web graphics. If a
graphic is created on aMacintosh, it will show up darker on Microsoft Windows. In order
to display proper values universally across platforms, the image must have a good range
of black and white. There is no absolute control over how a user will see images, so
making them as readable as possible in terms of value should be the highest priority.
Ideally, images should always be viewed on other platforms to see whether the images
achieve their intended values.
A great exercise, as proposed by Lynda Wienman, creative designer, is to
temporarily throw a monitor in grayscale and then view the image to see whether its
values are reading as expected. This converts all the color data to blacks, whites, and
grays. This change of settings yields much better feedback about brightness and contrast
than a color display.
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Since the medium used to deliver a Web presentation is a computer screen and not
a printed page, high-resolution files are not part of the Web design. High-resolution
graphics are created with the intention to be outputted to a printed page, not displayed on
standard computer monitors. A typical screen resolution is 72 dots per inch (dpi) and a
high-resolution image is often 300+ dpi. Web graphics should always be designed at
"screen resolution". "The accepted measurement of 'screen resolution'is 72 dpi. This is
because most standard computer monitors use 72 pixels for every inch of screen
space"
(Wienman 1996). Creative designers need to design for the lowest possible screen
resolutions to ensure that aesthetically pleasing graphics are represented on all types of
monitors and that graphic download time is kept to a minimum.
Bit-depth is extremely important consideration when understanding Web
graphics. Bit- depth can refer to the number of colors in an image or the number of colors
a computer system is capable of displaying. Bit-depth is calculated by figuring that 1-bit
equals two colors and then multiplying 2 times 2 to arrive at each higher depth.
A creative designer must consider the user's monitor bit-depth when creating
graphics. Most professional creative designers have 24-bit monitors that can display up to
16.7 million of colors. The average computer user only has an 8-bit or 256 color monitor.
The average user, either at home or in a workplace, tends to be using the lower-end
version of a computer system.
If a computer system has only an 8-bit color card, it cannot physically view more
than 256 colors at once. When users with 256 color systems view Web screens, they
cannot see images in 24-bit, even if they want to. They can't prevent it, and neither can
the creative designer.
HTML Development Fundamentals
The Web uses a paradigm for expressing information called hypermedia. A hypertext
interface consists of documents and links. Links are words which when clicked on, takes
the user to other documents to retrieve information. The Web extends the concept of
hypertext to include other types ofmedia such as graphics, sounds, and video. Selecting
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text or graphics on a document enables the user to see related information in any number
of forms about the item selected.
HTML is the Web's authoring language that lets the user click keywords or
images to jump to other references in a page, access different Web pages altogether, play
video, or listen to audio. The pages, which are written in HTML, are written as plain
ASCII text that a developer can edit in a text editor and view through a browser on any
computer platform.
HTML has several precedents. Professional typesetters used proprietary markup
tags for decades to instruct their specialized machines to render text. Many grew quite
adept at being able to visualize what a page of text would ultimately look like by just
looking at the tags.
SGML is a UNIX-based system for formatting text with special tags. HTML is
technically a derivative or subset of SGML in which present and future developments on
the Web is influenced by this relationship. These tags require authors to make changes to
the structure of the text, for example, the logical levels of headers and their relationships
to headers above and below them.
When a user views an HTML page in a browser, the code that created the page is
not seen. The browser interprets the HTML text and displays the page appropriately on
the screen. Unfortunately, the developer has to give up "What You See Is What You
Get"
(WYSIWYG) control with HTML formatting. This non-WYSIWYG frame of reference
takes a little getting use to. A page will not appear exactly the same when displayed
through different browsers or on different computer platforms. This is because the HTML
language does not always define the look of a page. Rather, the structure of the page and
the function of the elements are described, and the specific browser is responsible for
coming up with a suitable representation.
Some developers consider HTML a giant step backwards. Others consider it a
brilliant system for making information so widely available. Once a developer becomes
comfortable with HTML, gets over the shock of losing full control of the document's
final appearance, and finds a creative way to exploit HTML's features, a work around its
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limitations will be found. Therefore, it's a good idea to see what a Web page looks like
on several of the more popular browsers.
Advanced Interactive Capabilities with Common Gateway Interface (CGI)
As previously described, although the Web provides a unique, hypermedia interface to
information, the multimedia aspect of the Web clearly contributed to its rise. In order for
the Web to become most effective, it had to be interactive. The term "Web
server"
can be
confusing because it can refer to either the physical machine, or the software running on
it, that makes it interact with Web browsers. Although Web servers can send and receive
data, the server itself has limited functionality. For example, the most basic Web server
can only send the requested file to the browser. The server normally does not know what
to do with any additional input. Unless the Web provider tells the server how to handle
that additional information, the server will ignore the input.
In order for the server to do anything more advanced than retrieving and sending
files to the Web browser, a programmer must know how to extend the functionality of the
Web server. For example, a Web server cannot search a database based on a keyword
entered by a user and return several matching documents unless that capability has been
somehow programmed into the server.
CGI is an interface to the Web server that enables the programmer to extend the
server's functionality. By using CGI, an organization can interact with users who access
its Website. On a theoretical level, CGI enables the programmer to extend the capability
of a server to interpret calls from the browser and return information based on user input.
On a practical level, CGI is an interface that enables the programmer to write programs
that can easily communicate with the server.
Traditionally, if a programmer wanted to have such interactivity, the programmer
would have to extend the Web server's capabilities by modifying the servers themselves.
The programmer would be required to edit and recompile the server source code or write
a custom server script for each task. This requires having access to server code,
something that is not always possible. This can be difficult, requires excessive technical
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knowledge, and works for only one particular scenario. If a server were moved to a
different platform, the programmer would have to start over or at least spend a significant
amount of time porting the code to that platform.
CGI provides a portable and simple solution to these problems. The CGI protocol
defines a standard way for programs to communicate with a Web server. A CGI program
can be written in any computer language that interfaces and communicates with a Web
server. This program will work with all Web servers that understand the CGI protocol.
Version Control with Microsoft Visual SourceSafe (VSS)
Implementing a change-management process for an intranet is imperative. A version
control product sets up strict procedures for anyone that may have access to files under
development HTML or any other type of file. The process of checking a file out and in
controls the sequences in which changes will be recorded.
Software developers were the first to rely on Microsoft Visual SourceSafe (VSS).
With this powerful software, developers can employ it to control HTML and other types
of files such as CGI and Java code. VSS has several features that suit it to Website
content control from development through to launch and maintains a log on each file as it
is checked in and out. It also has a notes area for comment working order. After
development, testing, and code freeze, VSS manages branching and implementing the
Website.
System Administration and Security
Perhaps the largest concern for an organization wrestling with the task of choosing an
operating system for their intranet is security. Taking a gamble with confidential and
proprietary data is not an option. An organization wants a solution that they can rely on.
The debate over which operating system is more secure than the other is really irrelevant.
Depending on how the operating systems are configured, the security of both UNIX and
Microsoft Windows NT can potentially be as tight as Fort Knox, or as full of holes as
Swiss cheese. Intranet security problems are more often a result of poorly designed or
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managed security policies than a flaw in the operating system. Both UNIX and Microsoft
Windows NT employ authentication schemes, allow permissions to be set at the file,
group, and world levels, and have a number of third party firewalls and proxy servers
available for use with their various servers. In addition, a number of data encryption
schemes such as Secure Socket Layering (SSL) are available for use with both operating
systems.
It is an enormous task for a Web administrator to maintain a server.
Administrators are responsible for such things as adding new users, installing
applications, maintaining security, and seeing to it that the intranet is kept up and
running. This in itself is often enough to justify a full time position. In this area,
Microsoft Windows NT combines an intuitive GUI with powerful tools, in an easy to use
point and click environment. Installing new software on Microsoft Windows NT is a
breeze and usually involves running a single program that guides the administrator
through the setup process. UNIX, on the other hand, can be a nightmare for administers,
especially for those who are new to UNIX. Although some versions of UNIX have a
GUI, most administration is done from the command line, making it difficult to visualize
the process. Setting up software applications on UNIX can also be a real chore. Most
software must be compiled on the machine that it is to run on, which can make for a large
headache.
Every computer is a potential host of vulnerabilities. The more accessible it is, the
more it is susceptible to attack. Connecting to a network, such as the Internet, makes it
potentially accessible to anyone on the network. The solution is often the installation of a
firewall; so that only selected
"gateways" have access to the outside world and only
selected
"gateways" have access to the intranet Website.
The "gateway", either a computer or a router, stands guard over a network,
rejecting all incoming traffic not directed to itself, and selectively forwarding
communications such as mail between the inside and outside networks. A proxy server is
a program that mediates application-specific traffic, through the firewall, making secure
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access less cumbersome. It usually has additional logging, user authentication, and
protocol-specific security capabilities.
The computer firewall industry has become a hotbed of growth with the
increasing popularity of the Internet. Administrators can build their own from free
software toolkits, purchase hardware and software solutions from a vendor, or engage
consultants to implement a custom solution.
Understanding Quality Assurance Testing Theories
It takes a combined effort of a project team and intranet users working together to test
and maintain a secure and productive information environment. In order to test and
maintain an intranet an organization needs administrative tools, enforceable policies, a
commitment to upgrade skills, and the vigilance to keep efforts aligned with the business
value of the intranet.
Quality Assurance Testing
Quality assurance tests or simulations can determine erroneous information and the effect
of a change on a network. Before deploying a Web presentation, testers and network
administrators can use tools to evaluate the effect of the new intranet product on the
network. Traffic simulation programs help administers decide the most efficient way to
configure and deliver new services or applications. Web application developers can test
applications or networks with the various traffic volumes and patterns that occur on the
network. For instance, administrators can test "what
if?"
scenarios by changing
bandwidth or the number of users who engage in receiving information. Programs like
these let network administrators find problems before their users do.
If it is determined that an intranet is straining bandwidth and slowing operations,
the tester has several options to explore. Sometimes performance is determined more by
the hardware and physical database configuration on the backend server than by the
network equipment. Depending on the type of database transactions that occur and the
total number of hits, the tester will need to decide if the existing database management
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system and the physical server are adequate. Upgrades should be made to the database
software, servers, and bandwidth. This will offer significant changes.
A decision to upgrade servers will depend upon the total load a system is
carrying. It is standards rule that one-megabyte of Random Access Memory (RAM) for
every existing or new user should be used. It may also be an option to make sure that
there are adequate backup and mirrors for a Website. Depending upon the importance of
the information, an additional server can be used as both a backup and a mirror.
Clustering is another solution. As an intranet grows, servers and communication
links may buckle under the strain of additional users, and the end result is a distributed
infrastructure. This works for information but makes it hard to maintain access control
and application add-ons. One way to distribute network loads across several servers and
maintain computing availability to end-users is by clustering. Clustering involves two
functions: fault tolerance, which ensures there is a backup to carry the load for a failed
resource. In a client/server network, the solution entails additional servers, disk mirroring
and replications, or redundancy of network connections to reduce communications
failure; and load balancing, the process of detecting overload of one resource and
distributing the load to another resource.
Monitoring Performance
Once an intranet is launched, it will, under most circumstances, increase network traffic.
With the onslaught of intranet and Internet users, plus an increase in Web applications,
the concern is that bandwidth constraints might hamper productivity. An increase in the
total volume of traffic over the network can slow down production transactions, leaving
users complaining about the reduced level of service. Slowdowns are caused by an
increase in the number of transactions that are taking place on the network. For example,
placing a "frequently asked
question"
section on an intranet will decrease the number of
phone calls to the organization requesting information, but increase the total number of
transactions, which in turn leads to an overall increase in network load. Declining
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performance increases user frustration and can be reflected through declines in user
productivity.
One of the challenges for Web testers in maintaining an intranet is to define
average use. When controlled, network usage levels are fairly predictable. Some experts
advise that a network manager should use any change as an opportunity to increase
capacity. They contend that it is no longer safe to design a network for average use and
they must prepare for the worst and design to serve peak demand. In one view, this is
over-building; in another view, it's building-in needed flexibility for future
enhancements.
Solutions include a mixture of control through advance planning and real-time
monitoring of resources. One part of the solution is to monitor traffic and then manage
network resources on a real-time basis. Another part of the solution is to maintain some
control of a growing intranet by placing some controls on what can be posted on the
intranet.
A good monitoring plan should monitor not only traffic and total transactions, but
also the size of each transaction as it moves across an intranet. Having a good monitoring
program in place will reduce intranet cost as well as build justification for new
investments and upgrades or measures to control bandwidth usage.
To accommodate both bandwidth constraints and users'needs, network testers
can allocate bandwidth usage based on policy. Ideally, they need the flexibility to allocate
it on a temporary or permanent basis, for a specific time frame in response to business
needs, and then return to the default network settings.
There are also numerous monitoring packages available that can monitor real-time
intranet and Internet bandwidth usage and display the results in a graph. Monitoring can
be accomplished by attaching hybrid software or hardware devices, such as Web Trends
Site Analysis and Reporting Tool, which keeps track of traffic from specific addresses,
groups of addresses, or TCP-based applications. Usage data is then ported to a
spreadsheet or database application for analysis.
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Reports on network performance serve several purposes. Report data is often used
to validate users'experiences and can provide useful benchmark data from which to plan
and build improvements. For example, if response time for user support showed sign of
steady increase, then the situation might warrant hiring additional staff or providing
additional training.
Testing and Maintaining Security
Because control of data may become more decentralized with the introduction of an
intranet, it is imperative that an organization establishes and adheres to policies on
security. A good policy would detail access rights and responsibilities. "Section 3.0
Policy of the ARAMARK Corporate Intranet Policy Manual details the security
responsibilities of addresses managing authentication and encryption passwords, firewall
software, and virus software updates. It also places the highest priority on requiring
immediate notification to the Website administrators when a user's permission to access
the intranet is withdrawn"(Garret 1997).
Yesterdays security policies will not prevent an organization form tomorrow's
attacks. It is very important to be vigilant about installing software patches to firewalls
and servers. This will only work if it is kept current and used. Vendors post on Internet
Websites known weaknesses in their products, and once found should be immediately
patched.
To maintain security on an intranet, network staff must maintain firewalls, take
steps to ensure server security, protect network administration functions (such as
passwords and network configurations) from discovery, and make sure users keep their
virus protection software up to date. On a daily basis staff must analyze logs to spot
attempts to invade secure areas. In addition, a tester needs time and resources to keep
informed about potential new threats and solutions.
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Chapter 3
Selected Review ofLiterature in the Field of Study
The literature the author used in obtaining information for this thesis project was
extensive. To gain a better understanding of intranet development, the author did more
in-depth research on the following topics:
Web Graphic File Formats.
User Interface Design for the Web.
HTML Development Basics.
Web Graphic File Formats
The author used Laura Lemay's Teach Yourself Web Publishing with HTML 4.0 in 14
Days as a resource for researching Web graphic file formats. It is not only a resourceful
book on the creation of graphic formats, but also easily describes how to build a basic
Web presentation from beginning to end in fourteen days.
Lemay describes how images for the Web fall into two general classes: inline
images and external images. "Inline images appear on a Web page along with text and
links, and are automatically loaded when the page itself is retrieved. External images are
stored separate from the Web page and are loaded only on demand, for example, as the
result of a
link" (Lemay 1997). The images one sees on the thousands ofWebsites that
are live today are inline images. As soon as a user clicks on the page, the images are
automatically loaded with the text. When a user begins to download a specific image with
the click of a button or a link, the browser is requesting the server to download an
external image.
For images, either inline or external, to be displayed on the Web, they need to be
in a specific format. Inline images can be in GIF or JPEG format. The GIF format, with a
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file extension of .GIF, is the most common type of image used on the Web. GIF stands
for Graphic Interchange Format and was developed by CompuServe in the late 1980s.
JFIF, most commonly known as JPEG, is the second most common type of inline image
used on the Web. The JPEG format, with a file extension of JPG, stands for Joint
Photographic Expert Group, a committee organized to develop advanced image formats.
The JPEG format started to become popular in 1993. External images do not actually
appear on a Web page, but are instead stored separate from the page and linked from that
page the same way HTML pages are. They are useful if an image needs to be given to the
user in a format not supported by the Web. For example, a user can download a Windows
Bitmap (BMP) or a Macintosh Bitmap (PICT) and view in helper applications such as
Adobe PhotoShop and PaintShop Pro.
GIF images are the only graphic file formats used in Pension Update Information
Center. There are advantages and disadvantages of both the GIF and JPEG format.
Lemay gives a quick but thorough overview of both formats and explains how to choose
to use one format over the other.
All types of images can be converted into a GIF, but a GIF is an especially good
format for line drawings, icons, computer-generated images, simple cartoons, or any
images with large areas of solid colors. "GIF images use a form of lossless compression
called LZW, named after its creators, Lempel, Ziv, and Welch. LZW compression works
by finding repeated pixel patterns within an image (pixels that have the same color next
to each other). The more repetition, the better the
compression"
(Lemay 1997). The GIF
format works better with line art since there are more solid colors present then in a
photograph that consists of millions of colors. The biggest limitation of a GIF is that it
only contains up to 256 different colors. There are two different types of GIF formats:
GIF87A and GIF89A. The GIF87A is a less complex and used format than the GIF89A.
The GIF89A can be saved as a transparent, interlaced, or animated image and the
GIF87A can only be saved as a straight GIF image.
JPEG was designed as a compression routine for photographic images. They are
lossy, which means that they achieve their amazing compression by eliminating data that
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the human eye does not perceive. "For images with lots of pixel variations, such as
photographs, JPEG works especially well; for images with large portions of similar
colors, it does not work so well. In fact, it can introduce variations in formerly solid
blocks of color. When compressing a JPEG image it is possible to specify the amount of
information the designer wants to loose. The more information that is dropped, the
smaller the final size of the JPEG image" (Lemay 1997).
The largest difference between a JPEG and a GIF image is that JPEG images are
always 24-bit in other words, they allow up to sixteen million different colors in an
image. Due to the compression scheme previously described, a JPEG is not very effective
for icons or logos with lots of solid colors. Both GIF and a JPEG formats have their role,
and it is usually not too hard to decide which format to use. The largest limitation of a
JPEG is that it can not be a transparent or animated graphic. A transparent GIF is a
feature that allows the background of an image to have no color; the color or pattern that
the image is displayed on shows through the transparent parts of the image. So, it is safe
to say, when working with images in which the developer wants to keep a true amount of
color, such as a photograph, use JPEG. But when creating logos, line art, or icons that use
solid blocks of colors, use the GIF format.
Lemay then goes on to explain how a compressed file cannot be displayed until it
is decompressed. "Programs that read and display image files, such as an image editor or
a Web browser, decompress an image and displays it when that image is opened or when
it is received over the network. How long decompressing the image takes is a function of
the type of compression that was originally used and how powerful the users computer
is" (Lemay 1997).
JPEG images take significantly longer to decompress and display than GIF
images do because JPEG images have a much more complicated form of compression. If
a faster computer and connection is used, it might not make a difference, but making all
images JPEGs instead of GIFs can frustrate a user at a slower connection speed. For
intranet purposes, where a majority of connections are usually at a faster speed, either can
be used. But it should be kept in mind that even though "file space may be saved by using
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the JPEG format over GIF, decompressing and displaying a JPEG image can use up those
time savings on a slower computer" (Lemay 1997).
User Interface Design for the Web
To gain a better understanding about the foundations of user interface design for
intranets, the author used The Elements of User Interface Design by Theo Mandel as a
research tool. In The Elements of User Interface Design, Mandel describes some of the
"typical"
attitudes about user interface design from different participants in the software
development process. He explains why the look, feel, and ease of navigation of an
intranet is so important in capturing and captivating the audience instead frustrating them.
"Users now work in an even more mixed computing environment. Until now, we
worried about corporate users working with mainframe-emulation windows, character-
based applications and GUI programs on their desktops at the same time. We try to
smooth over the inconsistencies and differences in interface presentation and interaction
across these generations of interface styles. Here comes a new computing interface
metaphor the Web browser. The desktop is not even more overloaded with different
interface styles. No wonder users suffer from metaphor overload"(Mandel 1997).
Mandel describes that the Internet and the Web add to the computing environment
new dimensions that erase the physical distance between points of information in
computers around the world. He then goes on to describe a Web interface running in the
Netscape browser on Microsoft Windows 95, currently the highest used browser and
operating system. The browser contains the basic standard Windows elements the
system menu, title bar, and standard window buttons. It also contains vertical and
horizontal scroll bars and file and edit views concurrent with browser options. "Users
navigate from page to page using different navigation techniques. The
"Go"
menu
choices are "Back", "Forward",
"Home"
and "View History".... These actions allow
users to go anywhere they have been in their current session, either one step at a time
(back and forward) going directly to the "Home Page", or by displaying a list of all of the
locations to choose from" (Mandel 1997).
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Below the toolbar is the location area. This lists the URL for the current page. A
URL is the path to the file containing the content of what a user sees. As one of many
ways to navigate a particular Web page, a user can type the URL in this drop-down
combination box and press "Enter", or they can select a URL from the drop down list.
Mentioned above are the standard window elements of the Netscape browser
application. Different browsers, such as Microsoft Internet Explorer, have slightly
different interface elements, but they allow users to perform the same basic browser
actions and routings.
The Web can be navigated by single clicking on buttons, text, or images that
perform an action or take users to another URL. Users can tell what areas of the page are
selectable because the mouse pointer changes when they move the mouse over a
selectable area. Most text areas on the Web that are shown in a different color and are
underlined are links, and upon clicking take you to a another page of content.
Web interfaces may also contain interface elements common to computer
application interfaces. For example when given the capability to search for something,
users are able to click in entry fields a search string in which a page will result with their
desired information. This is common throughout Pension Update Information Center.
"Web developers must be Renaissance creators, marrying skills and knowledge
as disparate as graphic design, information and interface design, writing, editing
andprogramming. They are not zooming down a proverbial information highway,
they are creating an island where business, art, and people come together to
create a community.
"
Eric Elia
"Gotjust 20 minutes? Buildyour own Web page. We show you
how!"
PC Computing
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Mandel describes how these two quotes above show the vast difference between
reality and perception regarding Web design. When a new technology emerges, everyone
believes that they can rush and do the work themselves, as proclaimed in the second
quote. This tends to discredit the science of user interface design and the fact that it's
interface is drastically different then anything done prior needs to be understood.
Mandel stresses the fact that there are so many hobbyists instead of professionals
that are currently building professional Websites. That a sixteen year old picking up a
book on the basics of HTML and charging people for services never compares to a team
of professionals, all with training and experience in their fields. He feels, as does the
author, that a team should be comprised of at least nine people maybe less if a
professional is trained in more than one discipline. A team may consist of a account
manager, project manager, business analyst, creative designer, user interface designer,
HTML developer, programmer, quality assurance tester, and Web administrator. Jakob
Nielson, SunSoft Incorporated distinguished engineer and well-known author and
researcher, states "as a user interface specialist myself, I must admit that the traditional
emphasis in this field has been on making systems easy-to-learn and efficient-to-use. Not
nearly much effort has been devoted to 'seductive interfaces'. On the Web, ease-of-
learning is certainly still important, since users will leave a Website immediately if they
cannot figure out what it does or how to navigate it. But attractiveness is increasingly
important" (Mandel 1997).
Mandel describes Web design as being an evolutionary stop in software user
interface design. Unfortunately, revolutionary activities often overtake evolutionary
design. Richard Miller, project manager of the InterMedia Lab at Bell Communications
Research, authored a book, Web Interface Design: Learning from Our Past. Mandel, as
well as the author, agrees that this is necessary reading for any organization that is
considering building a Website. Miller offers these helpful comments (Mandel 1997):
Do not port legacy systems rethink, redesign, test, and implement using the
most appropriate and robust design paradigm available on the Web. Balance
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the use of graphics with a proper design and consideration for a user's limited
bandwidth.
Do not expect that as an HTML developer one will be capable of creating
effective user interface design. The best of the Web combines useful content,
competent Web mastery, an experienced user interface designer, and a
coordinated creative designer.
Ask users for input and try to work with them to create sensible icons and
designs. Redesign and test with users.
Create modular graphics and text to allow for flexibility and adaptive
interfaces.
If a team is creating Web systems people need to use day in and day out
consider the functional questions first and spend time designing useful icons.
The Web is not so radical that traditional concepts of design should be
ignored, but knowing how to design for the Web is different than for other
media.
Spending time doing usability testing or a user-centered design session can
save a project significant resources in the long run.
Jakob Nielson also states these high-level design concepts that must be kept in
mind when designing interfaces for the Web:
People have very little patience for poorly designed Websites. As one user put
it, "The more well-organized a page is, the more faith I will have in the
information". Another user said, "Either the information is there or it is not;
don't waste my time with stuff you are not going to give me".
Users don't want to scroll for information. Very interested users only read
information that is not on the top of the screen when a page comes up. In
usability tests, users stated that a design that made everything fit on single
page was an indication that the designers had taken care to do a good job.
Whereas other pages that contained several screens worth of lists or
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unstructured material were an indication of sloppy work that made them
question the quality of the information contained on those Websites.
Users don 't want to read. Reading speeds are more than twenty-five percent
lower from computer screens than from paper, but that does not mean that one
should write twenty-five percent less than one would in a paper document.
One should write fifty percent less! Users recklessly skip over any text they
deem to be fluff (e.g., welcome messages or introductory paragraphs) and
scan for highlighted terms (e.g., hypertext links).
Table 2 lists guidelines for Web interface design. The table's selection, which was
collected through the research ofMandel, Neilson, Heller, Rivers, and Langa, follows all
appropriate user interface guidelines.
Table 2
User Interface Guidelines forWeb Design
Design Goal Design Guidelines
Determine user
demographics and
experience
New visitor to yourWeb page?
Previous visitor returning to Web page?
Any previous Web experience?
Define user tasks Find information.
Learn about a product.
Order a product.
Track an order.
Contact a customer representative.
Contact a company employee.
Seek technical support.
Give feedback.
Download product demos.
Download drivers and updates.
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Help users navigate
and search
Offer clear and intuitive organization ofWebsite information
(table of contents, index, image maps).
Offer an understandable and obvious visual navigation scheme
(buttons, text, image maps).
Offer ways to search for topics, keywords, names, etc. within a
Website.
Tie topics, keywords, and names into Web search engines.
Provide navigation aids on every page (make it possible for
users to jump right to any page from a Web search engine).
Let users know where a navigation link will take them.
Label all linked graphics.
Do not leave orphan links, where users must back up. Always
provide at least a way to get back to the home page.
Keep links updated check to see if all links are still valid.
Use standard text link colors and highlighting.
Help users perform
tasks quickly
Reduce search time.
Reduce time to load pages and images.
Reduce scrolling within a page.
Limit number of choices at a level.
Group important choices together.
Organize information and pages to anticipate frequent tasks.
Provide an overview of the Website.
Use familiar and recognizable navigation controls.
Do not use bleeding-edge technology gratuitously (use VRML
only if you have information that maps naturally to three-
dimensional space).
Keep content simpleaddress only one topic per page.
Get to the content quicklyplace important content at the top
of the Web hierarchy and at the top of a Web page.
Make pages easy to read. Use simple, unobtrusive
backgrounds that do not compete with text and buttons.
Use lots of white space.
Use standard palettes and fonts do not use special colors or
fonts.
Use text fonts that are big enough.
Use text types that have enough contrast with the background.
Provide printable versions ofWeb pages.
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Establish user
interface consistency
Establish a corporate identity consistently throughout the
interface.
Use consistent headings and terminology.
Use link and navigation names and terminology consistently
throughout the interface.
Display background information (URL, copyrights, e-mail,
addresses, etc.).
Be consistent in your navigation scheme
Design the interface to be accessible and usable from multiple
browsers and platforms.
Do not hardcode interface elements that users or browsers
should be able to control and change (text, colors, etc.).
(Mandel 1997)
When designing Websites it is necessary for the developers to understand where
users lie along the continuum from inexperienced to experienced. Usability tests should
be given in order to rate the experience of an organization's intranet users. Once this is
determined, necessary changes should be made. Developers should also provide
questionnaires and feedback forms within the Website. The only way an intranet will
succeed is if the project team takes the users responses and changes the Website based on
the overall majority ofuser requests.
The Web is still in the infancy stage in which users are stimulated by the novelty
of the interface but not necessarily comfortable with the lack of consistency in the
interface presentation and interaction. A Web presentation must tune into what the user
needs and give them something that expands their horizons yet allows them to be
comfortable in what they do.
HTML Development Basics
The author used Greg Holden's Publishing on the World Wide Web as a reference
resource for learning how to create HTML pages. The book touches upon topics such as
designing professional caliber Web pages, understanding non-technical solution formats,
and a complete coverage ofHTML 3.2 and above. Holden explains that publishing on the
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Web may at first seem intimidating, but once the basic commands and other organizing
principles are understood, it becomes easier than imagined.
Holden begins by describing the goals of online publishing. He comments on how
everything on the Web should not look like it does on print, but that many issues that
faces publishers in both worlds are similar. That the basic goals and objectives are the
same as they have always been, but the means of conveying a message has changed. He
also comments, "It might take only a week or even less to learn basic HTML. But it
would take years to master every nuance ofWeb
publishing" (Holden 1995).
Holden then describes that HTML is a markup language. "HTML stands for
HyperText Markup Language and is based on the Standard Generalized Markup
Language (SGML), a much larger document-processing system. HTML is a language for
describing the structure of documents, not its actual presentation" (Holden 1995). That
the documents have common elements that define a set of common styles for Web pages.
For example, each element has a name and is contained in what is called a tag. When a
Web page is written in HTML, different elements on the page are labeled with tags that
may say "this is a
heading"
or "this is a paragraph".
Since HTML has a defined set of tags that can be used, an HTML developer
cannot create new tags to support their own features. The base ofHTML tags, the lowest
denominator, is referred to as HTML 2.0. HTML 2.0 is the old standard for HTML in
which early browser versions, such as Netscape 2.0 and Internet Explorer 2.0
understands. HTML 3.2, and the latest HTML 4.0, adds new elements that are supported
and gives greater flexibility over designing Web pages than HTML 2.0 ever did.
As a browser is enhanced it is updated to support the latest version of HTML.
Also, different browsers support different sets of tags and they must be chosen in order to
strike a balance between design and layout consistency across various versions. For
example, if a developer uses a tag only supported by HTML 4.0, when that tag is opened
in Netscape 2.0, it will not work. An earlier browser version does not have the
capabilities of reading an HTML 4.0 tag. IfNetscape 2.0 is the default browser, only tags
supported by HTML 2.0 should be used. This is often frustrating for Web developers.
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Many have to "struggle with the problem ofwhich set of tags to choose in order to strike
a balance between wide support for a design (HTML 2.0) or having more flexibility in
layout but less consistency across browsers (HTML 3.2 or HTML 4.0)" (Holden 1995).
Holden describes that pages written in HTML are plain text files (ASCII), which
means that they contain no platform or program-specific information. Any editor that
supports text can read them. "HTML files contains the text of the page itself and HTML
tags that indicate page elements, structure, formatting and hypertext links to other pages
or included media" (Holden 1997). HTML tags are information inside brackets (< >) that
indicates features or elements of a page. HTML tags are not case sensitive and can be
used in upper case, lower case, or a mixture.
When creating a Web page, all a developer needs is a text editor that will save a
file in ASCII text, and a Web browser. (For the development of Pension Update
Information Center the author used the text editor HomeSite 4.0, and developed the
Website for browsers Netscape 2.0 and above and Internet Explorer 3.0 and above.) To
begin, the developer needs to open the text editor and then begin the necessary HTML
coding. Figure 1 illustrates an example of basic HTML code structure.
Figure 1
HTML Document Example
<HTML>
<TITLE>HTML Document Title Example</TITLE>
<BODY>
<B>Basic HTML Page Example</B>
<P>
This is an example of basic HTML code.
</BODY>
</HTML>
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From the basic HTML example in Figure 1, it can be seen that the text is located
between the proper HTML tags. Even tough some tags such as the title tag (<TITLE>) is
wrapped around the text and ends in a closing title tag (</TITLE>), not all HTML tags
have closing tags. For example, a tag such as the paragraph tag (<P>) does not need to
have a closing tag.
All HTML pages begin (<HTML>) and end (</HTML>) with the standard HTML
tag. This declares that this is indeed an HTML page and all the text and tags contained
within it are recognized as HTML language. The title tag (<TITLE>) should be used on
all pages. This is the name a browser displays at the top of a screen. The remainder of the
HTML page is enclosed within a body tag (<BODY>). All text and formatting that are
placed between this tag will show up on the browser's screen. The bold tags (<B></B>)
makes any text between it bold and the paragraph tag (<P>) places a paragraph-like space
between text.
It is important to realize that each HTML tag is nested. "That is, both <BODY>
and </BODY> tags go inside both <HTML> and </HTML> tags. All HTML tags work
this way, forming individual nested sections of text" (Holden 1995). Tags should never
be overlapped, if they are the browser will be unable to read the code and display the
page accurately.
Once code is written, the file then needs to be saved and opened for viewing in a
browser. All HTML text files have to be saved using either the
".HTML"
or
".HTM"
extensions. And all file names should be kept short and clear so that it will be easily
recognizable at a later time. The HTML Document Example illustrated in Figure 1 is
named "Basic.html". Once saved, the HTML text file can then be opened in a browser for
viewing.
Figure 1 illustrates an example of how to apply basic HTML tags to text so that a
browser can read and show it properly. This is just an example and is by no means
comprehensive. There are hundreds of HTML tags all with explicit tasks. These tags
range from adding graphics, to using hypertext to link from one page to another, to
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adding multimedia. Learning and using all HTML tags effectively and efficiently will
bring forth a well-built Web presentation.
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Chapter 4
Statement ofProject Goals
The primary objective of this thesis project is for the author to be part of an intranet
project team and document the Analysis and Design, Development and Implementation
and Quality Assurance Testing phases of Pension Update Information Center. The
research analyzed and documented in the Theoretical Basis of the Study and the Review
ofLiterature chapters helped the author gain an understanding of the theories used during
the evolution of the intranet Website. The statement of the goals for generating Pension
Update Information Center were realized by addressing the following three phases:
/. Analysis andDesign
Identify Overview.
Identify Vision and Scope.
Identify General Requirements.
Identify Design and Deliverables.
2. Development and Implementation
Develop Content Hierarchy Analysis Document (CHAD).
Develop User Interface Design Document (UIDD).
Develop Creative "Look and
Feel" Design.
Develop HTML and Common Gateway Interface (CGI) Coding.
QualityAssurance Testing
Identify Quality Assurance Test Case.
Test on LDS and AT&T Production Servers.
Launch and Maintain Website.
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Chapter 5
Methodology
This chapter describes the methodology undertaken by the author and the LDS project
team for Pension Update Information Center. The LDS project team was comprised of
the following ten team members: a project manager, business analyst, content analyst,
creative designer, user interface designer, HTML developer, programmer, Web
administrator, and two quality assurance testers.
The author had to learn the technicalities of advanced HTML so that it would
work in combination with the advanced CGI scripting imposed by the programmer. The
author and LDS project team had to develop pages for 72,600 employees that consisted
of major content limited by user interface navigation and graphic restrictions, as well as
be easily understood and contain a design consistency that would be viewed throughout
five browser versions. The Website's methodology consisted of the following three major
phases: Analysis and Design, Development and Implementation, and Quality Assurance
Testing.
Analysis and Design Phase
The Analysis and Design phase consisted of determining preliminary Website
specifications for Pension Update Information Center. The objective of determining
AT&T's specifications was so that the LDS project team can realize the Website
requirements of the Pension Update Information Center. These specifications helped the
LDS project team:
Effectively and efficiently meet the project's requirements with a consistent
understanding of the background and business objectives.
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Provide all current and future project team members with a "blueprint" for
implementation.
Provide the LDS quality assurance testers with the necessary information to
prove that all deliverables are functioning properly.
Website specifications consisted of the information described in the following four
sections. Once determined and completed, all specifications were passed to the project
team and used as a "blueprint" during Website development:
Identify Overview.
Identify Vision and Scope.
Identify General Requirements.
Identify Design and Deliverables.
Identify Overview
The Overview section provided the team with a broad yet high-level understanding of the
business issues that were being addressed. The Overview clearly articulated the business
issues leading to the requirements and described the anticipated benefits of fulfilling
them. The Overview was comprised of three sections:
Background describes the corporate environment and objectives that form the
basis for why LDS proceeded with this project.
Objectives provides a concise, high-level vision for the project and the intended
purpose of the project.
Audience describes the characteristics and requirements of the target population
that will access Pension Update Information Center.
Background
In support of its new corporate identity as the "new AT&T", the client wished to develop
a new total compensation benefit package that will offer flexibility and value while
fostering financial independence. In early 1997, at AT&T's request, LDS began
developing an intranet strategy for AT&T that would support this total compensation
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approach. In February 1997, LDS presented a "proof of concept"prototype Website to
AT&T that demonstrated a creative "life-events"-driven approach for integrating health
and insurance benefits, which are currently supported by an LDS-created AT&T intranet
Website.
In support of corporate objectives, on January 1, 1997, AT&T instituted a new
management pension plan that followed an alternative but increasingly popular design
known as the "Cash Balance Pension Plan". The Cash Balance Pension Plan provided
greater visibility through a hypothetical account that resembled a 401(k) savings plan
account. An employee receives Cash Balance Pension Plan account statements that show
employer contributions and interest accruals. Because the Cash Balance Pension Plan
grows steadily throughout an employee's career, and are payable once an employee is
vested, they alter the traditional concept of "retirement" as a financially distinct life
event.
As an intermediary step towards implementing the new Cash Balance Pension
Plan, AT&T updated all management employees pension benefit calculations with a
"Transition Benefit Amount" that took effect on January 1, 1997. AT&T's current
pension plan calculates benefits based on an employee's earned compensation for a
specified time period known as a "Pay Base Averaging Period". The current plan uses the
period from January 1, 1987 through December 31, 1996 or an earlier Pay Base
Averaging Period, if it produces a higher pension amount. The new Transition Benefit
Amount has increased the value of most employees'pensions by bringing the Pay Base
Averaging Period up-to-date. Specifically, it considers an employee's compensation for
the past three years. Transition Benefit Amounts have been used to compute the opening
balance foremployees'Cash Balance Pension Plan accounts.
Objectives
AT&T asked LDS to develop an intranet Website dedicated to the new Cash Balance
Pension Plan. The intranet Website, named Pension Update Information Center, will be
implemented in two phases, each with some unique and some overlapping objectives:
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Phase I, the basis of this thesis project, provided employees with an alternate
information source for the Transition Benefit Amount. Its objectives were to
reduce call and work volume at AT&T's Technical Support Group (TSG);
support AT&T's overall pension communication strategy; and establish the
intranet Website as a credible, reliable, and engaging source of information.
Another objective was to provide AT&T's new pension plan to include the
Cash Balance Pension Plan opening account balance estimates.
Phase II, a future enhancement, will provide, along with personalized Cash
Balance Pension Plan information, a total compensation interface that allows
employees to access integrated plan information through meaningful formats
such as "life events".
Audience
In May of 1997, LDS started and finished a series of focus group meetings with AT&T's
management team. The outcome of the information gathered from these meetings
consisted of the following topics and comments that would affect the nature of the
audience the Website was being developed for:
General,
Computer,
Domain,
Organization, and
Other.
Tables 3 through 7 lists the topics and comments generated from the focus group
meetings. The information retrieved was used as a basis for Development and
Implementation and Quality Assurance Testing by the LDS project team.
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Table 3
General Focus Group Comments
Topic Comments
Age Varied. Users just starting a career to those retiring or
planning for retirement. Those retiring or nearing retirement
are most interested in their Transition Benefit Amount. As
AT&T "long-timers", users may also have been influenced by
a now-changing culture of entitlement. This new plan provides
an immediate benefit improvement, but particularly for those
nearing pension eligibility, lessens the plan's long-term value.
This, combined with the new plan's greater visibility and
portability, places much greater responsibility for retirement
planning in the hands of the employee.
Educational Background College level.
Personal Characteristics Some users do not fully trust Web technology to view personal
data. They are more comfortable using the conversant, or
print/database system. Users, who have spouses and no
access to the Website from home, are leery about using the
Web because of the need to share benefit information.
Motivation To have twenty-four hour access to financial assets.
Types of Users Personalized Transition Benefit Amount information will be
targeted to specific audiences. These include:
Non-Plan Participants:
Occupational employees, which will be blocked at
login.
Employees who have not yet met the age and service
participation requirements.
Employees who work for a non-participating
company.
Temporary Managers whose status took effect less
than one year before the Transition Benefit Date.
Plan Participants:
Non-vested participants.
Non-service pension eligible participants under
age 40.
Non-service pension eligible participants age 40 - 50.
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Number of users
Service pension eligible participants.
Participants for whom the Frozen Accrued Benefit
Amount exceeds their Transition Benefit Date.
6,600 Service Pension Eligible employees.
66,000 Managerial employees.
Table 4
Computer Focus Group Comments
Topic Comments
Computer literacy All levels: from novice to expert.
Frequency of computer use All frequencies: from minimal to frequent.
Skill base Familiar with most computer related skills such as typing,
using the mouse, and scrolling.
Experience with similar
applications
Users have experience using various information Websites
already located on AT&T's intranet. Because of this a
majority of users are already familiar with other types of
Web applications.
Hardware used Users work on different types of platforms such as
Microsoft Windows 3.1, Windows 95, Windows 98,
Windows NT, and Macintosh.
Software used Users already work with different types of software.
Web platform All platforms.
Web browser Varied. Some users are familiar with Netscape versions 2.0
and above and Internet Explorer versions 2.0 and above.
There were some questions about what browser to develop
to. Usability tests on other AT&T intranetWebsites showed
that Netscape Navigator 3.0 and Internet Explorer 3.0 were
the primary browsers being used, yet a small population
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was still using Netscape 2.0. Therefore, the Website was
developed for Netscape 2.0 and Internet Explorer 3.0 and
above.
Web skills Because of the already existing AT&T intranet, users
should be familiar with various Web skills such as linking
and scrolling.
Table 5
Domain Focus Group Comments
Topic Comments
Knowledge about subject Most users are not knowledgeable about the new Cash
Balance Pension Plan. Those who are Service Pension
Eligible should be knowledgeable.
Background information Since AT&T is introducing the new Cash Balance Pension
Plan, users will be coming to the Website with lots of
questions and concerns surrounding the new plan.
What task is the user
trying to solve
Users are coming to the Website to:
Find out their Transition Benefit Amount. They will also
want to know how this amount compares with their
current pension plan benefit.
Get answers to frequently asked questions surrounding
their Transition Benefit Amount.
Ask any questions they may have.
Get plan information.
Become educated about retirement and financial
planning.
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Table 6
Organization Focus Group Comments
Topic Comments
Name AT&T Corporation.
Environment where project
will be used
All AT&T locations. A small number of users have dial-up
access from their homes.
Organization specific do Follow AT&T's already determined communication
strategy.
Organization specific
do not
Do not solicit for complaints.
Do not conflict with AT&T's theme, Destination Future,
for their print communication strategy.
Table 7
Other Focus Group Comments
Topic Comments
Audience preferences Quick and easy access to personal information. To be able
to accessWebsite from home. Users seem to want both a
paper and online process for getting their information,
especially those needing to share information with their
spouse.
Audience dislikes Problems accessing the Website.
System errors.
Not having access to theWebsite from home.
Client preferences Quick and easy access to personal information.
Client dislikes Do not like nautical themes.
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Identify Vision and Scope
The Vision refers to the ultimate operating environment articulated by the client in order
for the business to achieve its objectives. It describes what the client conceptualizes as
the solution(s) to meet their business needs and is defined in two ways: first, through the
optimum environment that the business will move towards; secondly, through the
optimum achievements of the phase of the project being described.
The Scope clearly defines the functional requirements of what the Website will
and will not include. Managing a project successfully is a matter of setting and meeting
expectations. All stakeholders (business users, developers, and writers) need to clearly
understand what the Website will and will not include.
Vision
Pension Update Information Center had to be established by January 1999. At that time,
detailed plan information was not available. The Website, instead, had to strive to be a
"first-choice" information source on Transition Benefit Amounts. If the business
objective of relieving work and call volume at AT&T's Customer Care Center and
Technical Support Group was to be achieved, the Website had to provide reliable, easily
accessible Transition Benefit Amount calculations. It also had to provide quick, clear
answers to employees'many questions about current and future benefit changes. Ideally,
the intranet Website had to set the stage for the upcoming total compensation interface.
By the end of the Year 2000, AT&T ultimately envisions a full integration of the
existing AT&T Health & Insurance Information Center and the Pension Update
Information Center. This "total
compensation"intranet Website will provide employees
with an integrated source of benefit information. Rather than present the material by
benefit only, the Website will emphasize user-centered topics that span benefits plans.
Content areas will include "Life Events", "Personalized Reminders and News", "Benefit
How-To's", and "Your Total Picture". Benefit-specific content will still be available for
employees who seek only that type of information.
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The total compensation Website will also include health and insurance benefits
(which include medical, dental, and life insurance plans) and retirement benefits (which
will still include the new Cash Balance Pension Plan and savings and stock option plans).
Where appropriate, additional interactive decision-support and modeling tools will be
available to foster wise health care choices and financial planning. So, for example, as an
employee considers retirement, the employee may model their employer-provided
retirement assets based on a specified retirement age and also considers the adequacy of
their current savings patterns.
Scope
Currently, Pension Update Information Center is on a new location on the AT&T intranet
and provides comprehensive, personalized information on the new Cash Balance Pension
Plan. Within the Scope of this project the following had to be accomplished:
Transition Benefit Amount calculations had to be available through a direct
data interface or a file. The Website had to provide each employee with a
personalized benefit calculation and an explanation of a calculation might not
be available.
At login, each employee had to be identified as a member of a particular
communication audience and
"pathed" through specific audience related
content on the Website accordingly. Transition Benefit Amount questions and
answers were customized to best satisfy the needs of each audience users.
Just as the Website provides access to a
"transitional" benefit, so too is the
Website's own identity evolving. While the Website had to appear credible
and "here to stay", its overall structure and design had to be flexible enough to
migrate towards a more substantial Pension Update Information Center, and
ultimately, a total compensation Website by the end of the Year 2000. So,
while some information and tools will not be provided until later phases, a
"What's Ahead" area that establishes expectations for these enhancements had
to be provided on a continuing basis.
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User input had to be captured through two mechanisms. Through an online
entry form, employees had to be able to submit questions about Transition
Benefit Amounts and upcoming plan changes. These questions guide the
continuing development of additional content for a "Frequently Asked
Questions (FAQ)" content area. Also, a structured feedback form had to be
provided so that a user can be asked to consider their needs and preferences
for future online content and functionality.
Selected components of AT&T's print communications campaign needed to
be included online. It was preferred to be a utility item and ensured that the
users would gain an understanding between the print and online versions of
the communications campaign.
Identify General Requirements
General Requirements describes how the Website will be implemented. The following
sections provide a high-level approach needed to implement the many components of the
Website:
User Interface and Graphical "Look and FeeP' Design documents the
selected "look and feel" of the Website and how it suits both business and
audience requirements. It presents and justifies the visual design applied to the
interface.
Website Content defines the information and messages directed at the
identified communication audiences and presents the structure and scope of
the content.
Context Level Diagram defines the boundaries of the system and assists
stakeholders in understanding how this system will interact with users, other
systems, and the Internet.
Data and Processingdescribes back-end processing required to implement
Website variability.
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Platform and Environmentdescribes hardware, operating systems, and
database structures in relation to the Website components that include HTML,
graphics files, and CGI scripts.
User Interface and Graphical "Look and Feel"Design
The user interface and graphical "look and feel" for Pension Update Information Center
met the following objectives:
It was visually soothing and reassuring needed qualities during a time of
uncertain change.
It did not conflict with the creative concept and graphic theme of the AT&T
Cash Balance Pension Plan print communications campaign.
It communicated concepts ofplanning, control, and "tools in your hand".
It established a visual foundation for any functionality added at a later phase.
It established credibility, while remaining flexible enough to evolve into a
more substantial future enhancement.
Website Content
The content for Pension Update Information Center was coded in HTML. Content files
are outlined in the CHAD (see Appendix A), which depicts the Website's page
relationships and hierarchy in flowchart form. The CHAD also gives suggestions for file
names.
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Context LevelDiagram
Figure 2
Context LevelDiagram
Employee FAQ Process Owner
Data Sources (ISG)
The Context Level Diagram under Figure 2 defines the boundaries of the system, and
assisted stakeholders in understanding how this system will interact with users, other
systems, and the Internet. All data sources were retrieved through a flat feed file given to
LDS and created and maintained by AT&T's Information Systems Group (ISG).
Processing andData
The following programs and data access mechanisms were created to satisfy business
requirements that could not be achieved through pure HTML coding:
1. User login had to provide secure, personalized access. Because the Website
allows viewing of personal financial information, it had to provide PLN-level
security. The Human Resources Identification (HRID) and Personal Identification
Number (PIN) login utility developed by ISG, and approved by AT&T's
Corporate Security Group (CSG), provided sufficient and necessary security. LDS
had already successfully done the work to incorporate this HRID and PIN login
utility into Health & Insurance Information Center, in which this structure was
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reused. Through an established "cookie", this login allows the Website's
programs to track both the HRID and Social Security Number of the user at all
times. A "cookie" is data created by a Web server that is stored on a user's
computer. It provides a way for a Website to keep track of a user's patterns and
preferences, and with the cooperation of the Web browser, to store them on the
user's own hard disk.
2. Data access had to be provided to the following two classes of employee data:
Employee pension calculations and the underlying data necessary to display a
calculation report. This underlying data included all items on the printed
calculation report. In the source tables, this information is accessed by the
employee's HRID.
Employee demographics to support personalized navigation and messages. A
view of navigation requirements indicated that this information includes age,
participant status (including non-plan participation reason), vesting status,
occupational vs. management status, and service eligibility status. Data is
supplied by ISG as a weekly file feed.
3. Navigation support and dynamic messaging were provided to give users access to
information based on their specific pension situation. A preliminary assessment of
these requirements indicated that they were able be met through branching and
template strategies without a problem.
4. Questions entered by employees had to be the following:
Captured and stored on the Web server for access by the content team and by
the FAQ process owner at AT&T.
Displayed in a report format that allowed the AT&T content team and the
AT&T FAQ process owner to easily view questions entered and to select
frequently recurring questions to answer.
5. User feedback had to be collected and reported on. Tools were provided to allow
the FAQ process owner to refresh the server with new FAQ answers on a regular
basis. This item was characterized as "nice to
have"
rather than a strict
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requirement yet was available at initial launch time. However, AT&T did not
have an FAQ process owner available at the time of launch and LDS had to take
on the task of elevating answers provided by AT&T to the Website.
Platform and Environment
The Website operates within the AT&T intranet and has the URL
https://totalvalue.web.att.com.
Because this Website needed to reach the maximum possible audience, it was
designed to function within the lowest common denominator browsers. Table 8 lists the
browser usage totals based on survey results collected from other AT&T intranet
Websites, which has the same AT&T employee user base.
Table 8
Browser Survey Respondents, January - February 1998
Number % of Total
Internet Explorer version 3.0 22 1%
Netscape version 2.0 286 13%
Netscape version 3.0 1913 86%
Netscape version 4.0 4 0%
Netscape version 1.0 5 0%
Total responses 2230 100%
Based on these results, the lowest version with a significant user base was
Netscape Navigator version 2.0. Pension Update Information Center was designed so that
all code would be functioning correctly in Netscape 2.0 and above and Internet Explorer
3.0 and above. Also, developing for higher browser versions ensured that the intranet
Website would work when future browser updates and Website enhancements take place.
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In addition to the initial server, a second server at AT&T was made available for
testing and was also used as a mirror server for redundancy to handle outages or high
usage situations. Both users and the servers are within a firewall at AT&T. This has the
effect of limiting the users of the Website to active employees at their workplace, except
for a limited population of active employees who have dial-in access from home. Future
enhancements will allow access to authorized users from outside the firewall. This will
allow at-home access for the following:
Active employees, which may become more and more important to business
units concerned about lack of employee productivity at work, and
Retirees.
Identify Design and Deliverables
To provide and prove the functionality described, LDS had to provide AT&T with the
following deliverables:
1 . Content analysis and documentation:
A CHAD, which references the Website, mapped out through the use of flow
charts.
New content where necessary. All new content created by LDS was reviewed
and approved by AT&T.
Optimized content provided by the print version of the Cash Balance Pension
Plan communications campaign.
2. User interface design analysis and documentation:
User Interface Design Document (UIDD):
Requirements:
640 X 480-screen resolution at 72 dpi.
Browsers supported are Netscape Navigator 2.0 and above and
Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0 and above.
Audience demographics varied greatly. They are near, in, or many
years away from retirement.
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A developed graphic "look and feel" design for Website. This included
consistent page layouts, navigation, and graphics that did not conflict with
AT&T's print communications campaign.
Optimized graphics for the on-line versions ofAT&T's print materials.
3. Backend processes which describes how variability functions throughout the
Website.
Development and Implementation Phase
Taking the above Analysis and Design specifications into consideration, the LDS project
team began to implement Pension Update Information Center. The first step of the
Development and Implementation phase required the content analyst to take the reviewed
content received by AT&T and create a CHAD.
The second step required the user interface and creative designer to follow the
CHAD and create the UIDD and the graphical "look and feel" design of the Website.
The final step required the HTML developer, the author, to follow the CHAD and
UIDD and create an HTML template and all remaining Website pages. During this time,
the programmer developed the necessary CGI scripts required to add variability to the
Website. Together, the project team made additions and changes until the Development
and Implementation phase was completed.
Develop CHAD
The Pension Update Information Center CHAD (see Appendix A) was developed by the
content analyst in Visio, an application used for building flow charts. A CHAD shows all
the major and minor content sections of an intranet Website as well as all sub-navigation,
and also gives an idea of some possible page names. After analysis, it was determined
that that five major sections and four minor sections would need to be developed in order
to present the information clearly and precisely to the users. Once created, the CHAD
was passed along to the user interface designer so that the Website's user interface style
and UIDD can be created.
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Develop UIDD
At this time the user interface designer created the Pension Update Information Center
UIDD (see Appendix B) which, once approved by the client, was used as a development
guideline by the HTML developer and as a testing guideline by the quality assurance
testers. A UIDD ensures that the project team and client understand the Website's
navigation scheme and knows where content and graphics are to be placed. It is also used
as a guideline for Website maintenance and future enhancements.
The UIDD gives the project team an idea of the style and design of the intranet
Website. On the document there are arrows and explanations pointing to areas of the
Website in which these chosen styles should be adhered.
When an AT&T employee first enters the Website, they are brought to an HRID
and PIN login page. On this page any manager who can participate in the pension plan
can enter the Website but not all Senior Managers can view the Website and are instead
referred to AT&T's Executive Human Resources Department (EHRD) for further
information. When an employee logs into the system, they receive personalized
information based on vesting status, age, Senior Managers or Executives, personalized
Cash Balance Amounts, and Special Update information. An HRID is given to each
eligible AT&T employee, and a personal PIN number is then chosen and registered by
that employee.
The following describes the major areas of the Website determined by the user
interface designer, content analyst, and client. Once an employee has entered the system,
they are brought to the home page of the Website. On the home page:
The left margin displays: "Greeting", "Date", "Employee Name", and link to
the "What's
New?"
section.
A "Utility
Bar"
provides access to the following: "Key Terms", "Bookshelf,
"Site Map", "Feedback", and "Help".
The six main sections are displayed.
On every page of the Website, including the home page, the six main sections are
displayed. The six main sections include:
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What's Happening: This section welcomes users to the system, includes a
summary of contents of each main section, and an explanation of the new
features of Pension Update Information Center.
Your Retirement Benefits: This section displays summary of retirement
benefits which includes employees opening and estimated Cash Balance
Pension Plan and monthly pension under the Special Update. There is also an
explanation of an employee's Special Update verse their Cash Balance
Pension Plan. It has a detailed step by step view of the employee's Special
Update by showing how the Cash Balance Pension Plan is determined. It also
shows the calculation of the employees opening Cash Balance Pension Plan
and outlines payment options.
Modeling Tools: This section consists of an Early Payment Modeler which
calculates Special Update pension benefit at different commencement ages. A
Cash Balance Account Modeler that projects the Cash Balance Pension Plan
account up until a specified termination date. This indicates when Cash
Balance Pension Plan account value exceeds the Special Update value and
retirement-related benefit eligibility. Also, a Distribution Modeler, which
evaluates pension using different payment methods.
Seminar Registration: Gives detailed description of Pension Update
Information Center training seminars and allows employees to register online
by specifying first, second, and third choice dates and times for a seminar. It
also allows an employee to cancel a previous registration.
Looking Ahead: Consists of Cash Balance Pension Plan account milestones,
upcoming changes to Pension Update Information Center, and steps to follow
to make the most of pension benefit information.
Questions: Includes FAQ and answers for Cash Balance Pension Plan,
Special Update, and General Questions about Pension Update Information
Center. This is a response to any feedback given by employees.
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A utility bar appears on both the top and bottom of every page throughout the Website.
The utility bar is made up of the following areas:
Home: Returns the user to the home page of the Website. To access, the
user must click the "Home" button located at the top or bottom of every
page and then proceed to click on another topic.
Key Terms: Includes a glossary of terms that defines important pension
terms. To access, the user must click the "Key Terms" button located at
the top or bottom of every page and then proceed to click on the term the
user wants to look up.
Bookshelf: Consists of a replication of print material mailed out to
employees. To view, the employee must click the "Bookshelf button
located at the top or bottom of every page. Then click on the title of the
item to view and proceed to click the forward or the back navigation
arrows to leaf through the brochure.
Site Map: Outlines all the topics and provides a brief table of contents. To
use the map the user must click on the "Site
Map" button located at the top
or bottom of every page and then proceed to click on any topic or click on
the section icons in the left margin to go to any main section.
Feedback: Allows the user to provide feedback about the Website through
an online survey. To access the user must click the
"Feedback" button
located at the top or bottom of every page and then proceed to answer each
question by selecting a radio button and entering comments in the fields
provided. Once finished, the user should click submit, and a thank you
message appears to let the user know their feedback has been submitted
and that a submission has taken placed.
Help: Guides the novice user on how to browse through Pension Update
Information Center. To access, the user must click the
"Help" button
located at the top or bottom of every page and then proceed to follow the
directions and read about Pension Update Information Center.
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Develop Creative "Look and Feel" Design
While developing the graphics, the creative designer had to keep a few considerations in
mind. The first consideration was speed. Due to the intranet Website being shared over a
WAN as well as users dialing in from home, all graphics had to be created as low-
bandwidth GIF file formats. The second consideration that had to be kept in mind is that
since print quality graphics is not needed to be viewed on the Web, only screen quality
was an issue. All graphics needed to be designed at 72 dpi for screen resolution. Creating
color artwork for the Web is very different from other color delivery mediums since it is
being created for various monitor screens. Computer screen-based color is composed of
projected light and pixels instead of ink pigments, dot patterns, and screen percentages.
Another consideration the creative designer had to keep in mind was that the
graphics, as requested by the client, had to be simple and comforting to the user in a time
of uncertain changes. An example of graphics created by the creative designer can be
seen throughout the UIDD under Appendix B.
The following procedure was used when developing all graphics:
1 . Turn on Compaq Dell Pentium Computer.
2. Make sure monitor is set at 72 dpi, 256 colors, at 640 X 480-monitor
resolution.
3. Open Adobe PhotoShop 4.0.
4. Choose Window, Palettes, and Show Swatches to load a browser-safe swatch
palette into PhotoShop. Using the upper right arrow, choose Load Swatches
from the pull-down menu.
5. Select the file browser.aco. The custom set now appears as a new set in
PhotoShop's Swatch Palette.
6. Use the browser-safe colors when creating custom graphics. Use the
Eyedropper Tool to click on a color within the swatch set. This causes the
color to appear in the Foreground Color area of the PhotoShop Toolbox.
7. Choose any paint tool, and it will use the color selected from the swatch set.
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8. Keeping steps 1-7 in mind, create graphic using chosen colors, fonts, and
design.
9. In PhotoShop, under the Mode menu, choose Indexed Color. (An RGB image
has to be converted to Indexed Color mode before it can be saved as a GIF).
10. Choose Custom under the Palette option. This option uses the custom palette
previously created.
1 1 . Within the Indexed Color screen, choose the least amount of colors the
graphic image will allow before any color deterioration appears. This ensures
that the limits are pushed just enough in order to create a small file that still
maintains acceptable quality.
12. Under the Dither option choose Diffusion.
13. Click Ok.
14. Under File choose Save as....
15. Type in chosen file "name.gif and Save File as Format Type (Graphic Image
File Format) .GIF.
16. Change upper case .GIF to lower case .gif.
17. Choose appropriate directory.
18. Click OK.
19. Repeat steps 7-19 for each additional graphic.
Develop HTML and CGI Coding
The HTML developer, the author, used the CHAD and the UIDD as a guideline for
developing the HTML pages. An original HTML Website template was created (see
Appendix C) in which all other pages within the Website were variations of this template.
After the HTML developer received the graphics from the creative designer, the
graphics were placed in at the appropriate levels. All HTML pages were created in the
text-editor HomeSite 4.0 and saved out as
".HTML" files. All HTML code is clearly
written and indented for clear interpretation by the project team and the browser.
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Once all the HTML pages were created using the appropriate template, the
content was added to the right hand side of each page matching the appropriate
navigation and design. The content analyst knew to place the content within the
appropriate comment tags marked by the HTML developer within the HTML code. The
content was then optimized by the HTML developer for the screen, and variability,
provided by the programmer was added.
All personal information throughout the Website populates depending on specific
variables that are strategically placed. Depending on the audience type, the user will see
pension information specifically geared towards their status. These variables are working
in conjunction with the CGI scripts and the AT&T supplied data file feeds.
All response variables are targeted to specific communication audiences identified
by LDS. A CGI program directs each user to the information appropriate to their
communication audience. These audience types are:
Non-Plan Participants:
Occupational employees, which will be blocked at login.
Employees who have not yet met the age and service participation
requirements.
Employees who work for a non-participating company.
Temporary managers whose status took effect less than one year before
the Transition Benefit Date.
Plan Participants:
Non-vested participants.
Non-service pension eligible participants under age 40.
Non-service pension eligible participants age 40 - 50.
Service pension eligible participants.
Participants for whom the Frozen Accrued Benefit exceeds the Transition
Benefit Date.
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Figure 3 illustrates the CGI Processing Logic Script supplied by the programmer.
This high-level script is used to determine the audience type logging onto Pension Update
Information Center.
Figure 3
CGI Processing Logic Script
IF there is no master record THEN user is NOSU
ELSE (a master record exists )
IF Senior Manager [EXECTYPE = S] THEN user is SRMGR
ELSE (not a Senior Manager)
IF Vesting Date > Today 3 Da te THEN NOVES
ELSE (vested)
IF [Current Age 50 to 54 and DBD Service > 25] or
[Current Age 55 to 64 and DBD Service > 20] or
[Current Age > 65 and DBD Service > 10] or
[DBD Service > 30] THEN user is SPE
ELSE user is NOSPE
IF M&A type = 1 then MAI is Yes
ELSE MAI is No
IF M&A type = 2 THEN MA2 is Yes
ELSE MA2 is No
IF Executive type is E THEN EXEC is Yes
ELSE EXEC is No
IF FABIND is Yes then FAB is Yes
ELSE FAB is No
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Once logged on, the employee receives specific information throughout the Website
depending on their audience type and based on the following variability calls coded by
the HTML developer:
* VARIABLENAME : Personalized information appears. Variables are
named based on its relation to a data file feed given to LDS by AT&T. Within this
file is data. The data on the HTML page is populated through the CGI script
illustrated in Figure 3. When an HTML page is accessed, the CGI Processing
Logic Script keeps the HRID in memory and reads the data file that pulls an
employee's specific data from a file feed. The CGI script retrieves the data and
populates the specified variable with the correct information.
<INCL/OMITS>: Personalized information appears depending on the type of
audience. All Include/Omit tags are written as the following:
<!--beg__INCL_(VARIABLENAME)_
[HTML content is placed here]
end_INCL_(VARIABLENAME)_- >
When an employee enters an HRID, the CGI script takes the HRID and passes it
to the data file supplied by AT&T. In return, the script knows, through HRID and PIN
authentication, what audience type is logged onto the Website. The above variable
presents the content placed in between the tags depending on the type of audience the
user belongs to. For example, if the variable name was No Special Update (NOSU), only
the audience types who do not have a Special Update (SU) will see the content. If a
person has a SU, they will not see this information. The LNCL/OMIT tags are used
instead of creating and directing a specific audience to a separate HTML page. This
makes it easier to add and delete content as well as keeping the overall size of the
Website to a minimum. It is always faster for the CGI to make specific content appear
and disappear on the same HTML page then link completely to a separate HTML page.
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There were three kinds of links used throughout the Website that was dependent
on the type of variability on a page. Variables usually mimic the name of the HTML page
it relates to. Once a variable name is chosen for an HTML page, that becomes the
variable used throughout the Website when linking to that same HTML page. The three
types of links used are the following:
Absolute Relative: Used when every audience type retrieves the same HTML
page and the HTML page does not include any variability.
<A HREF="/DIRECTORYNAME AND FILE NAME">
NAV_FILE: Used when every audience type sees the same HTML page but
variable LNCL/OMITS tags included on the HTML page are only retrieved for
a specific audience type.
<AHREF="/fcgibin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=VARIABLE&
NAV_FILE=DIRECTORY">
PAGE=: Used when an audience type sees a completely different HTML
page than another audience type. This option is only used when an HTML
page is coded to look drastically different for various audience types.
< A HREF="/fcgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=VARIABLE">
As the HTML pages were created, the changes were viewed within Netscape 2.0
and above and Internet Explorer 3.0 and above browsers, directly on the local
development server created to mimic AT&T's server environment. LDS used a UNIX
server named
"Pigeon"
and replicated AT&T's environment as close as possible to avoid
any development conflicts. On
"Pigeon" there were two ports: development and quality
assurance. The development port, http://pigeon.lds.com:51 10/, was where the files were
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developed and all updates were maintained. The quality assurance port
http://pigeon.lds.com:51 1 1/. was where the quality assurance testers tested the Website's
functionality.
Once the HTML pages were created from the original template and a directory
was established, all HTML pages were placed into a version control software application
called Microsoft Visual SourceSafe (VSS). VSS is used when more than one person is
expected to work on pages within the same directory. In order for an HTML developer or
content writer to be allowed to alter an HTML page, they must first check out the page,
proceed to make changes, and then check the page back in when finished. This ensures
that only one team member is making changes to a page at any given time. VSS also
allows the project team to revert back to a previous version of the page from the first date
of creation. Version control software is an extremely needed and important tool when
there is more than one team member making changes to Website pages. VSS also keeps
the Website backed up in case of accidental deletion and will not allow a team member to
make changes to a page while another team member is using that same page.
Once the directory is replicated in VSS and all the pages are added, the project
team had to check the pages in and out in order to edit them. At LDS, VSS files were
stored on a separate server called LDS_Server_Vol_l and checked out to the UNIX
development server "Pigeon". Keeping the history of each file on a separate server keeps
the development server from losing hard drive space as well as provides a means of file
retrieval in case "Pigeon" and the files become corrupt.
As the Development and Implementation phase evolved, the project team
continued to create new pages and make edits until development reached and ending
point and the Website was at a point to begin Quality Assurance Testing.
Quality Assurance Testing Phase
Before a Website is launched to an audience, it must go through Quality Assurance
Testing. All content, graphics, navigation, functionality, and variables are tested. The
quality assurance testers at LDS were given HRID and PIN numbers based on the type of
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audience member being tested. Once the development team completed the pages, they
were elevated, at LDS, to the quality assurance port, https://pigeon.lds.com:51 1 II. Port
5U1 was where testing was done on all pages. Development is not allowed within this
area. All necessary errors were then fixed on the development port, 5110. and once
corrected, re-elevated to port 5111 for further testing. All audiences were thoroughly
tested on both the local LDS server "Pigeon" and then on AT&T's server "Total Value".
Identify Quality Assurance Test Case
The quality assurance testers systematically tested the Website based of the specifications
determined by the LDS project team and the AT&T management team. The Quality
Assurance Test Case illustrated under Table 9 lists all the areas that needed to be
thoroughly tested.
Table 9
QualityAssurance Test Case
Cycle Description Scenarios
1 Audience Test Links, variable Check information for each of the
Overview paging. Run through following:
Test entire Website with each
type of major audience Management employee.
type. [Document the Occupational employee.
distinct qualities of each New hire.
audience type, including ABP employee.
English description, and CB Executive.
major inclusions or CB Manager.
omissions to watch out CB Occupational.
for. Also description on Check all content and links in
logic used to categorize Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.0, and
the employee.] 4.0 and Netscape 2.0, 3.0, and 4.0
browsers.
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2 Variable
Text
Run through Website with
HRID and PIN numbers
to cause variable text
displays. Check both
include and omit tags for
each variable. [Need to
fully document the
include variables with
description and full listing
of every page they should
display on. Also include
description of logic used
to determine the value of
the variable (include or
omit).]
Check the differences in navigation and
content displays on the high-level pages:
Management.
Occupational.
ABP
MGMT new hire.
OCC new hire.
Executive.
3 Production
Testing
Check that HRID and PIN
number authentication is
properly working on
production area.
Check navigation
between Websites.
Validate registration
updates.
Validate HTML and port
setting.
Test for both good and bad HRID
and PIN numbers.
Check that registrations are reading
and writing to file correctly.
Spot-check HTML pages and CGI
variable names that have been
changed.
Check port setting.
4 Error
Testing
Entry point validations. Bookmarks: Ensure that if a user
bookmarked a page within the
Website, that they will not have the
ability to access the Website, without
entering data into the log-in screen.
Verify that the proper error
messages are presented based on
an executed condition.
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5 Release Cookie validation. Cookie timeout.
Specific Log-in. Cookie structure.
Information Run through entire Log-in validations:
Website to confirm GIF HRID and PIN.
file displays, newWebsite Audience screen display.
navigation, and page Error screens.
presentation. Using very few audience types, run
through Website to confirm
navigation and consistency.
Run through entire Website to
confirm graphic displays and
navigation based on employee type.
Test on LDS and AT&T Production Servers
Pension Update Information Center was tested at a screen resolution of 640 X 480 using
browsers Netscape 2.0 and above and Internet Explorer 3.0 and above. The following
checklists and procedures were used to help identify as many errors as possible. Testers
went through their portion of the Website multiple times, each time concentrating on a
specific category on the checklist.
The following is the procedure used for Quality Assurance Testing:
1 . Testers obtained assignments and a testing packet during a briefing session.
The test packet contained:
A. Pension Update Information Center Quality Assurance Test Case.
B. A printout of the section(s) being tested.
C. Pension Update Information Center CHAD.
D. Pension Update Information Center UIDD.
2. During testing, the testers referred to the CHAD and UIDD to ensure that user
interface was consistent and that all pages in the sections were accessed.
3. Each section was tested per the guidelines listed in the Quality Assurance Test
Case, printed sections, CHAD, and UIDD. All sections were reviewed for all
the issues listed in this procedure.
4. All corrections were marked on a hard copy printout of the Website in red ink.
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5. Checks were placed on the printout as every link was confirmed.
6. Crosses were placed on any links that did not work correctly. All printout
pages with errors were flagged on the top right side with Post-It colored flags.
This is important because the pages that were flagged were the only pages the
developers looked over and corrected.
7. The testers had to provide their name and date in case any questions were
raised.
8. Anything found that was an error was written down. All errors found during
the functional testing section were recorded and functional tests were
performed on the various transaction forms found in the Website.
9. The marked hard copy printout of found errors was then returned to the test
leader for compilation and distribution to the project team.
10. The developers fixed any errors found. Once fixed, the files were re-elevated
to the quality assurance port for re-testing.
The project team reviewed the errors flagged and written on paper and made the
necessary corrections. Once the HTML pages were locally tested and approved, they
were then elevated to AT&T's test environment. Here, LDS's quality assurance testers
once again thoroughly tested the Website in its true environment. When additional errors
were found, the errors were flagged and returned to the project team for corrections. The
corrected pages were then re-elevated and re-tested. This cycle continued until all errors
were corrected and approved by the quality assurance testers and ultimately AT&T's
management team.
Launch and Maintain Website
Once the client approved the Website, it successfully was launched. Currently, the LDS
project team is working on the total compensation Website proposed by AT&T. LDS is
not responsible for server maintenance. Instead, AT&T's server administrators, Easy
World Wide Web, handles all server maintenance responsibilities. These responsibilities
include:
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Ensuring that the servers are kept up and running, and
providing alarms for issues such as the following:
excessive load conditions,
server usage exceeding certain boundaries, and
unexpected high response times.
Currently, LDS aides in maintaining the server logs which provide a valuable
source of information about user navigation through the Website, browsers, and other
equipment used throughout AT&T. Reports on this information are produced on a weekly
basis, for internal and external use, by the application program Web Trends Site Analysis
and Reporting Tool. Web Trends Site Analysis and Reporting Tool Results obtained from
Pension Update Information Center are listed in Chapter 6.
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Chapter 6
Results
There are two types of criteria the author used to evaluate Pension Update Information
Center. The first criterion was Web Trends Site Analysis and Reporting Tool, an
application that monitors Website usage. Web Trends Site Analysis and Reporting Tool
tracks Website usage, such as "Top Requested Pages" and "Most Used Browsers", so that
future enhancements to the Website can be more accurately determined.
The second criterion the author used was Usability Recommendation Comments
gathered from five AT&T users. Five users were supervised and guided through specific
tasks relating the evaluation of the Website and given the opportunity to offer both
positive and negative feedback. Hearing recommendations from users first hand is an
invaluable source of information for future enhancements.
Web Trends Site Analysis and Reporting Tool Results
After the Website was released and went live, an application called Web Trends Site
Analysis and Reporting Tool was used to track user response criteria while using the
Pension Update Information Center. The information collected will help the LDS project
team determine the extent to which the application design is intuitive and usable. The
following tables summarize statistics reflected by
users'
sessions during the week of
Sunday, February 07, 1999 through Saturday, February 13, 1999:
General Web Server Statistics.
Top Requested Pages.
Summary ofActivity by Day.
Most Used Browsers:
Netscape Browsers Used.
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Microsoft Browsers Used.
Top Used Platforms.
General Web Server Statistics Results
Table 10, General Web Server Statistics, lists the general Web server overview of the
Website's activity. The number of hits for the "Home Page" is the number of actual
successful hits for the HTML page that is the "Home Page". The total numbers of hits are
all successful hits including HTML pages, pictures, forms, scripts, and file downloads.
The "User Sessions from Domestic", "International User Sessions", and "Origin
Unknown User Sessions" sections outline the origin of users in percentages of hits. The
"Average Hits per Day" and "Average User Sessions per Day" is the average number of
successful hits and user sessions the Website has had on any given day for the report
period.
Table 10
GeneralWeb Server Statistics
Date and Time this report was generated Monday, February 15, 1999 - 15:59:12
Timeframe 02/07/99 05:29:51 - 02/13/99 15:42:01
Number of Hits for Home Page 55,667
Total Number of Successful Hits 2,056,219
Total Number of User Sessions 50,930
User Sessions from Domestic 99.52%
International User Sessions 0.0%
Origin Unknown User Sessions 0.48%
Average Hits per Day 68,540
Average User Sessions per Day 1,697
Average User Session Length 00:11:46
(WebTrends 1997)
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Top Requested Pages Results
Figure 4, Top Requested Pages graph, and Table 11, Most Requested Pages, identify the
most popular pages visited on the Website. The information contained helps determine
which pages are viewed the most. This is useful information to use to aid in marketing,
advertising, billing, promotional, and design activities. Pages are listed in order by the
number of hits received and show the "Hits", "% of Total", "User Sessions", and
"Average Time" spent on each page.
Figure 4
Top Requested Pages
User Sessions
Top Requested Pages
05:29 07:29 09:29 11:29 13:29 15:29
06:29 08:29 10:29 12:29 14:29
05:29:51 - 15:42:01 (12 Hour Scale)
1/
look cb.html
ques.html
I look next.html
I ques cb.html
(Web Trends 1997)
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Table 1 1
Most Requested Pages
Pages Hits %of
Total
User
Sessions
Average
Time
1
Pension Update
Information Center
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/
55,667 57.08% 46,720 00:00:55
2
Looking Ahead
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/look/lo
ok cb.html
12,037 12.34% 11,282 00:01:21
3
Questions?
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/aues/
ques.html
5,740 5.88% 5,540 00:00:24
4
Looking Ahead:
Milestones Ahead
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/look/lo
ok next.html
2,314 2.37% 2,162 00:01:50
5
Questions?: Cash Balance
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/ques/
ques cb.html
2.032 2.08% 1,954 00:04:14
6
Questions?: General
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/ques/
ques other.html
1,682 1.72% 1,620 00:02:06
7
What's Happening?:
Key Eligibility Dates
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/what/
wh dates.html
1,639 1.68% 1,582 00:01:11
8
Your Special Update:
Snapshot of Calculation
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/su/su
snapshot.html
1,603 1.64% 1,535 00:01:01
9
Your Special Update:
Early Payment Modeler
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/su/su
epm.html
1,578 1.61% 1,536 00:01:48
10
Your Special Update:
What is the Special Update?
http://totalvalue.web.att.com/su/su
1,072 1.09% 1,033 00:00:54
what.html
(Web Trends 1997)
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Summary ofActivity by Day Results
Table 12, Summary ofActivity by Day, compares general Web server level of activity on
weekdays and weekends. The "Average Number of Users on Weekdays" and "Average
Number of Hits on Weekdays" are the user results for each individual during the
weekday period. The "Average Number of Users on the Weekend" and "Average
Number of Hits on the Weekend" are the user results for Saturday and Sunday. The
following table also indicates the most and least active days of the week, the most and
least active days of the report period, and the number of hits for each. This table is useful
for determining the best day of the week to perform system maintenance or for general
marketing activities.
Table 12
Summary ofActivity by Day
Average Number of Users on Weekdays 2,471
Average Number of Hits on Weekdays 100,644
Average Number of Users on theWeekend 299
Average Number of Hits on the Weekend 8,665
Most Active Day of the Week Tuesday
Least Active Day of theWeek Sunday
Most Active Day Ever Tuesday, February 09, 1999
Number of Hits on Most Active Day 220,314
Least Active Day Ever Sunday, February 07, 1999
Number of Hits on Least Active Day 863
(Web Trends 1997)
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Most and Top Browsers Used Results
Figure 5, Most Used Browsers graph, and Table 13, Top Used Browsers, identifies the
most popular Web browsers used by the visitors to the Pension Update Information
Center. The results determine that Netscape is the most used browser.
Figure 5
Most Used Browsers
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Table 13
Most Used Browsers
Browser Hits
%of
Total
User
Sessions
1 Netscape 1,509,283 73.39% 39,204
2 Microsoft Internet Explorer 546,936 26.61% 11,726
Total 2,056,219 100.00% 50,930
(WebTrends 1997)
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Netscape Browsers Used
Figure 6, Netscape Browsers graph, and Table 14, Netscape Browsers Used, identifies a
breakdown of the various versions of Netscape browsers that visitors are using when
visiting the Website. This is useful in determining the percentage of visitors using newer
browsers and whether version specific features such as JavaScript, Java Applets, ASP,
and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), can be implemented into future enhancements of the
Website. The results determine that Netscape 3.x is the most used Netscape browser
version.
Figure 6
Netscape Browsers
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Table 14
Netscape Browsers Used
Browser Hits
%of
Total
User
Sessions
1 Netscape 3.x 1,291,251 85.96% 33,491
2 Netscape 2.x 204,384 13.95% 5,312
3 Netscape 4.x 13,615 0.9% 401
Total 1,509,250 100.00% 39,204
(Web Trends 1997)
Microsoft Explorer Browsers Used
Figure 7, Microsoft Explorer Browsers graph, and Table 15, Microsoft Explorer
Browsers Used, identifies a breakdown of the various versions of Microsoft Explorer
browsers that visitors are using when visiting the Website. This is useful in determining
the percentage of visitors using newer browsers and whether version specific features
such as JavaScript, Java Applets, ASP, and Cascading Style Sheets (CSS), can be
implemented into future enhancements of the Website. The results determine that
Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.x is the most used Microsoft browser version.
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Figure 7
Microsoft Explorer Browsers
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Table 15
Microsoft Explorer Browsers Used
Browser Hits
%of
Total
User
Sessions
1 Microsoft Internet Explorer 3.x 459,514 84.02% 10,617
2 Microsoft Internet Explorer 4.x 87,422 15.98% 1,104
Total 546,936 100.00% 11,721
(Web Trends 1997)
Top Platforms
Figure 8, Most Used Platforms graph, and Table 16, Top Platforms Used, identifies the
operating systems most used by the visitors to the Pension Update Information Center.
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These statistics are useful in determining the percentage of visitors using various
platforms and aides in determining whether or not least used platforms should be
supported in future enhancements of the Website. The results determine that Microsoft
Windows 95 is the most used platform.
Figure 8
Most Used Platforms
Most Used Platforms
Percent of Total
Hits
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Table 16
Most Used Platforms
Platform Hits
%of
Total
User
Sessions
1 Windows 95 1,255,179 61.04% 30,189
2 Windows NT 526,757 25.61% 13,776
3 Windows 3.x 81,438 3.96% 2,250
4 Others 71,448 3.47% 1,938
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5 SunOS 51,126 2.48% 974
6 Hewlett Packard Unix (HP9000) 36,174 1.79% 854
7 Windows Win32s 32,365 1.57% 904
8 Macintosh 1,732 0.08% 45
Total 2,056,219 100.00% 50,930
(Web Trends 1997)
Usability Recommendation Comments
Usability reflects all things about a system or application that enable people to use it
effectively and efficiently to accomplish tasks satisfactorily. The purpose of usability
testing is to identify problems and improvement opportunities in an application so that
changes can be made before a future enhancement is developed further and finally
introduced to the public.
After Pension Update Information Center went live, LDS invited five AT&T
participants to come into the LDS Usability Lab, located in the Manhattan office, to share
their opinions of the Website. The feedback given from these participants will aide in
future enhancements to the Website.
Usability testing of Pension Update Information Center was conducted at LDS on
Monday, January 25, 1999. Five AT&T employees participated in the sessions, each of
which was approximately ninety minutes in duration.
Test Participant Background Information
Each participant received a brief orientation from the LDS test monitors and completed a
background information questionnaire. Each of the five usability test participants claimed
to have been using the Internet for one year or more. The number of hours a week,
on
average, they claimed to use the Internet ranged from 0-4 hours/week to more
than 12
hours/week.
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Test Execution
Participants were encouraged to follow the instructions of each of the ten scenarios in the
testing booklet, and verbalize their thought processes, reactions, and concerns as they
worked through the scenarios. Verbal and non-verbal communication was recorded on
videotape by the LDS test monitors.
Each participant logged onto the Website using the same fictional HRID and PIN
number. The test case used was a fictional forty-eight year old AT&T employee name
Thomas Feie.
General Reaction
Overall, the five participants really "liked the
site"
and thought that it would add
"tremendous"
value to any print communications they received about the changes in their
pension benefits. In addition, one participant said that the Website was "easy to
use"
and
contained more information than the printed material. The participants were comfortable
with the logical structure of the Website and, although the Website contained a lot of
complicated information, thought it was manageable. All five participants were
fascinated by the Modelers one participant even said, "calculation is fun".
All participants rated Pension Update Information Center a least an eight on a
scale of one to ten with one being "not
useful"
and ten being "highly useful".
Usability Issues
The following are issues noted by the usability test monitors. Each issue includes the
location of the issue, a detailed description, and where appropriate, a recommendation for
a resolution to the issue.
Logon Screen
Description: None of the participants had trouble with the
"Enter" button,
however, it does not particularly look like a button, nor does it resemble any other
button in the Website.
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Resolution: Make it look more like a button. It should look like the "Calculate"
button in the Early Payment Modeler.
Home Page
Description: Three out of five participants tried to scroll down on the home
page.
Resolution: Adjust the table widths to remove vertical scrolling in both Netscape
and Microsoft Internet Explorer browsers.
Description: "Good Morning" and "Good Afternoon" greeting.
Resolution: Use a more generic greeting instead. Also, users might appreciate the
personalization more if their name appeared more dominant with the use of bold
typeface.
Description: More than one participant did not know which of the four main
sections to click on to see their new pension amount.
Resolution^ : Make the "Your Special
Update"
section more prominent. One
participant specifically noted that a user tends to "focus on the left hand part of
the
screen"
more often than the right.
Resolution #2: The blurb of information below "Your Special
Update"
should, in
some way, highlight that this section will deal with the pension
"amount"
as
opposed to
"benefit"
amount.
Description: Three of the five participants had trouble locating the "Modeler"
once they were in the Website.
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Resolution: The blurb of information below "Your Special Update" should
indicate that the "Modeler" is a modeling tool used to project a different amount
based on an early payment.
Description: The "Alternative Text" does not display properly.
Resolution: Fix the "Alternative Text" on the "Home Page" to match related
graphic titles.
Key Terms
Description: The definition of "Vesting" contains another term, "Vesting
Service", which is also a "Key Term".
Resolution: Cross-reference terms within the "Key Terms" section. These terms
should simply be hyperlinks. This is so a user will know that they will remain
inside the "Key Terms" section when they click on a term within a definition.
Description: More than one participant used the "Key
Terms"
section as a home
page.
Resolution: This lead the test monitors to believe that the "Key Terms" section
should be expanded so that from it users can access other parts of the Website.
Links should be provided where appropriate from the definitions in "Key Terms"
to other parts of the Website containing further information. These links should be
provided by a "See more
information"
note after the definition of the term. This is
so users will know that they are being taken out of the "Key
Terms"
section and
into another area of the Website.
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Example: The term "Cash Balance" in "Key Terms" might link the user to the
"Looking Ahead" section.
Description: Linking a particular term to "Key Terms".
Resolution: The "Key Term" on any given page should be put in quotes followed
by the note "See definition in Key Terms". This is so users will know that they
are being taken out of the Website and into the "Key Terms" section.
Description: Two participants expected to find "Retirement" in the "Key
Terms"
section.
Resolution: Provide a definition for "Retirement Related Benefits" in "Key
Terms"
and hyperlink it, using the note "See more information to Retirement
Related Benefits" within the "Your Special Update" section.
Description: One of the participants expected to find "Eligibility" in "Key
Terms".
Resolution: Provide a definition for "Eligibility" in Key Terms and hyperlink it,
using the note "See more information", to "What is the Special
Update?"
within
the "Your Special Update" section.
SiteMap
Description: "Looking
Ahead"
says that the first subsection is "Coming Next
Year". This is similar to the information located under the "Milestones
Ahead"
section.
Resolution: Combine the "Coming Next
Year"
and "Milestones Ahead" sections.
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Description: Three out of five participants did not use the "Site Map" at all. In
addition, one participant was stumped by the term "Site Map". The participant did
not know what to expect when it was clicked on.
Resolution: A majority of AT&T employers are users of the AT&T Health and
Insurance Information Center intranet Website, and should remember "Site Map"
as the term used to refer to the same situation. Leave the utility "Site
Map"
as is.
Help
Description: One participant asked what to do if pension data (or any other data)
were erroneous.
Resolution: The "Help" section should contain another bullet about what a user
should do if they see that their data is erroneous.
Your Special Update
Description: All participants had trouble knowing to scroll down in order to see
further pension amounts.
Resolution: Make this information available in a list at the top of the "Your
Special Update" screen. Users could click on one of the three categories that
would display the different pension amounts and their associated text.
Description: All participants could not easily find the
"Modeler"
at the left.
Resolution: Place a hyperlink at the top of the "Your Special
Update"
screen
indicating something similar to "Use a different age to calculate your pension
amount".
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Description: Three of the five participants had trouble finding the details about
the steps used to calculate a pension amount. It was not intuitive for them to click
on the step number to get more information.
Resolution #1: Make instructions a more prominent font.
Resolution #2: Instead of naming the steps "1", "2", and "3", they should be
named as "Step 1", "Step 2", and "Step
3" in a bolder typeface. This would make
the hyperlink more prominent so that the user might notice it more readily. The
user would notice that it is a hyperlink and intuitively know to click on it.
Description: Once on a specific "Step" page, participants were not always aware
that additional explanations of the calculations were available by scrolling.
Resolution: Underneath "Return to Snapshot of Calculation" place a hyperlink
"or See More Details" which would link the user down to the detailed
information.
Description: One participant noted that the
"Note" information was more
valuable than the bulleted information.
Resolution: Move the
"Note" information above the bulleted information and
take away the word "Note".
Questions
Description: Three out of five participants had trouble distinguishing information
they expected to find in the
"Questions"
section verse the
"Feedback"
section.
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Resolution: At the top of the "Questions" section first page, indicate the type of
information in the section and then explain that if a user would like to give
feedback about the Website the user should go to the "Feedback" section. Also,
provide a hyperlink to "Feedback".
Description: Participants looked through each page section of "Questions" before
having to go back up a level to write their own question within the "Ask-a-
Question"
section.
Resolution: At the end of each page section of "Questions" provide a link to
"Ask-a-Question".
Feedback
Description: Three out of five participants had trouble distinguishing information
they expected to find in the
"Questions"
section verse the "Feedback" section.
Resolution: At the top of the
"Feedback"
section, indicate the type of information
in the section and then explain if a user wants to ask pension-related questions
relating to the material in the Website, the user can go to the
"Questions"
section.
Also, provide a hyperlink to "Questions".
Miscellaneous
Description: The information contained in the "About Next
Year"
section under
"Your Special Update" is similar to the information contained in the "Coming
Next Year" section within the "Looking
Ahead"
section.
Resolution: Merge these sections. It seems that the appropriate place for this
material is within the "Looking
Ahead"
section.
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Description: The information contained in this Website is sensitive. When
AT&T employees leave their computers, will others be able to view this
confidential information?
Resolution: Give a brief explanation of the "Time Out Feature" used throughout
the Website on the "Login" page.
The Web Trends Site Analysis and Reporting Tool Results and the Usability
Recommendation Comments described above were gathered and analyzed by the LDS
project team. The above results are recognized as an integral part of the development
process and will be used to improve the "ease of
use"for future enhancements of Pension
Update Information Center.
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Endnotes forChapter 6
Web Trends. Web Trends Site Analysis and Reporting Tool. (Portland, Oregon: e.g.
Software Inc. Network Solutions, 1997).
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Chapter 7
Conclusions and Summary
The primary goal of this thesis project was for the author to take part as an HTML
developer and to learn, create, and document the evolution of Pension Update
Information Center. The author, the LDS project team, and the AT&T management team
feel this intent was achieved and that all expectations from the LDS project team were
met.
Pension Update Information Center was designed to maximize internal
communications and at the same time, reduce the rollout cost of their pension benefits
program that impacts 72,600 employees. Through the hard work and determination of the
LDS project team three major phases, Analysis and Design, Development and
Implementation, and Quality Assurance Testing, met all client specifications and
requirements. The following summarizes the project phases and describes how all
objectives have been met.
The first phase, Analysis and Design, required the LDS project team to analyze
printed material given to LDS by AT&T and, through a series of meetings with the
AT&T management team, develop Website specifications to be used as a
"blueprint" by
the LDS project team. Through this analysis the LDS project team gained an
understanding of the business issues being addressed:
To reduce call and work volume at AT&T's Customer Care Center (CCC).
Support AT&T's overall pension communication strategy.
Establish Pension Update Information Center as a credible, reliable, and
engaging source of information.
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From these gatherings, the LDS project team identified the overview, vision,
scope, general requirements, and Website deliverables, and also began to develop the
preliminary creative "look and
feel" design for the Website.
Once the first phase was achieved, all addressed specifications and requirements
were used to begin the second phase, Development and Implementation. During this
phase the author developed the HTML pages, the content analyst created the CHAD and
optimized content, the graphic designer created the graphics, the user interface designer
created the UIDD, and the programmer created the CGI scripts to support audience
variability. Once gathered and implemented by the HTML developer, all Website
objectives began to be met. An intranet Website was created to include all necessary
content, graphics, and user interface navigation in which audience members can log on,
without feeling intimidated, and retrieve personal information specific to their audience
group.
After the second phase was achieved, the implemented Website was passed over
to the third phase, Quality Assurance Testing. The project team passed all documentation
and the implemented intranet Website over to an quality assurance testers for testing on
LDS's production server. The tester used the Quality Assurance Test Case to ensure that
the Website was thoroughly checked for any erroneous information. As errors were
found, the project team made the corrections and the testers once again thoroughly tested
the newly found errors. The Website was then elevated to AT&T's production server so
that the testers were able to test the Website in its true environment. Once all errors were
fixed and final client approval was met, the Website went live to thousands of AT&T
employees.
Today, AT&T employees are using Pension Update Information Center as their
primary source for obtaining their pension information. Since the launch of the Website,
AT&T's Customer Care Center has had a reduction in call and work volume and
employees have become more Web-savvy users. Also, by being part of a professional
intranet project team, the author has learned the technicalities of intranet publishing and
the importance ofmeeting objectives as a team. These results have proven that Pension
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Update Information Center has been established as a credible, reliable, and engaging
source of information.
Suggestions for Further Study
The author hopes that information provided in this thesis project will help the
reader gain an understanding of intranet development and exploit the formidable
capabilities inherent on the Web. The author also hopes that the reader will be able to
take what has been learned and begin developing an efficient and effective intranet Web
presentation. If additional information on the topics covered in this thesis project is
needed, the author suggests the following:
Bibliography the Bibliography section of this thesis project lists a number of
books and articles the author used while researching and learning about
intranet development.
Jacob Nielson Jacob Nielson has been accused of being the smartest man on
the Web. For years he has done scientific research on many topics pertaining
to the Web ranging from user interface design to content analysis. The
following are locations of three of his articles:
Be Succinct! (Writingfor the Web) :
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/9703b.html
How Users Read on the Web:
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/9710a.html
Inverted Pyramids in Cyberspace:
http://www.useit.com/alertbox/9606.html
Lynda Wienman Lynda Wienman is an acknowledged expert on creative
Website and font design. Over the years she has written many books and
articles on HTML and creative Website design. Her articles can be found at
the following location: http://www.lvnda.com.
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Complete Intranet Resource (CIR) an excellent Website dedicated to
discussing intranet development. Topics supplied on the Website range from
publishing guidelines and coding standards to product reviews. CIR, created
by Intrack Incorporated, can be found at the following location:
http://intrack.com/intranet/.
World Wide Web the Web is evolving all the time. It is by far the best
resource tool to exploit when learning about Web publishing. The browser is a
gateway to knowledge containing ideas and code supplied on the Web by
developers all over the world. Since changes to applications and design are
inevitable, the World Wide Web will always have the most updated
information.
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Appendix B
User Interface Design Document (UIDD)
(Logical Design Solutions Incorporated Proprietary. 1998)
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Figure 18
Logon Pace
Appendix B
AT&T Pension Update Information Center
User Interface Design Document (UIDD)
Color gradient
Header is not
clickable. This line will appear
thicker in Netscape
than in IE
,
Welcome to the
Pension Update
Information Center,
where you'll find quick,
easy access to the most
up-to-date pension
infomiation
litfcphation (
Please identify yourself to protect and personalize the information in this site
Enter your HRID OldPIN, and click Enter to process your information
Ifyou do not have aPIN, you can register for one right now .
HRID:
PIN:
0110227
titer
\
Blue Line
Enter button is a
standard grey button
that matches all
other buttons
in Website
LDS Inc Proprietary 1998
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Figure 19
Home Pace
White space between top
of page and header is
practically non-existent in
IE In Netscape, white
space is approximately 1
paragraph space
Appendix B
AT&T Pension Update Information Center
User InterfaceDesign Document (UIDD)
Note:
This page is being redesigned. The final product mlghtnot
look like this schematic representation. All elements on this
page must be present, but they are not necessarily in final
layout form.
Header is not
clickable Color gradient
Employee
name
Current
date
link to
Employee
Services
Website
AT&T
blue
globe
logo
RICa\RD BUYENS
Welcome1 Please
check Your Special
update for your
monthly pension
^.amount Today is
10/03/1997
Read the latest Web
site news flashes)
* x\Ws.
fjmptovee Services
J '^^^Lj^^mf^ Center
Key Terms Bookshelf I SiteMap Feedback Ltteln.
Utility Bar - all utilities
are clickable Only on
the home page, utility
bar does not include
"Home"
utility
Utility bar items
are each
separated by a
vertical line.
What's
Happening
4~
Your Retirement
Assets
Looking AheadQuestions
Modeling
Tools
Cash Balance
Seminar
Registration
?
All section gifs
are clickable
k
Lo^Cfll D$J Soiutiitns Ina
This is m ovovww of the dungtl to ft* AT&T Management Pension Pin If there is a CfflTfllff bffiwm thu in)
aid the tarns of the ofickl P1r doeutti*riL< , th* Plan documents \t01 control aid govern the. operation cifthe PLa
CwBpinyrWM tirie n$it to modify, suspend, change c terminate the Plat tt aiytiaie Because of the many d
ptwiticttu; of the ATt&T &&mtgan*ni Pennon Plan, no tine ortwrthoifhe parties noted in the Pension Plan StM
Fkn Description is suthonad to fcdsiist you about >-our benefits
\
LDS logo gif - not
clickable Blue Line - fixed
to meet the end
of the content
on the right
One paragraph space
between last line of
content and horizontal
blue line.
No text, or
. graphics
should
bleed over
imaginary
vertical line
dropped
from end
of utility
bar
LDS Inc Proprietary
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Figure 20
Level 1 Page
Header graphic is
replica of that on
home page
\
Appendix B
AT&T Pension Update Information Center
User Interface Design Document (UIDD)
Title of Section is not
replica of that on home
page - it is all on one line
\
\
Header is not
clickable.
Qloge YourRetirementAssets
Color gradient
/
Utility Bar - all utilities
* are clickable
sion Update Information Center
HomeJKey Terms Bookshelf SiteMap Feedback JHelC-
Large green
arrow present
on currently
chosen
section Arrow
and section
heading should
be dead when
clicked.
Level 2 links,
below and
indented, are
visible only for
major section
selected
They have an
arrow symbol
to their left.
What's
Your'
^ Rcl irement 6 Ice
Assets I
k V'oui Spmal Update
& C ash BeJanc e
> Cash Balance Details
k Special Update
Details *
k Retirement-Related
Benefits
,
[> Payment Of'trons
k Force Management
Program
i> LeavTrik.' This Veai
Modeling ,
Tools
C
No green
arrow
present
on non-
current
major
section
Blue Line - will
be anchored to
the horizontal
blue line at the
end of the left
navigation area
/ SeminarRegistration
rooking^
Ahead
Questions?
Major Level 1
section gifs. All are
clickable except
current section
chosen
Align image box
with first line of
two-line title.
All empty
arrows are
clickable.
Blue rule
above and
below each
major section
gif.
No text, or
graphics
should
bleed over
imaginary
vertical line
dropped
from end
of utility
bar
Would You Like To:
One paragraph space
between last line of
content and Would You
Like To section.
I
^Home Key Terms Bookshelf Site Map Feedback ! HelD
Return to Top
4
One paragraph space
between last line of
page and utility bar
Return to top gif
is clickable. It is
aligned center
within left
navigation area.
One paragraph
space between
utility bar and
Return to Top gif
LDS Inc. Proprietary 1998
On pages where the
utility bar is positioned
BELOW the blue line,
there will be vertical
line before the home
link
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Figure 21
Level 2 Page
Header graphic is
replica of that on
home page
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AT&T Pension Update Information Center
User Interface Design Document (UIDD)
Title of Section is riot
replica of that on home
page it is all on one line
Header is not
clickable
Color gradient
Utility Bar -all utilities
are clickable
Large green
arrow
present on
currently
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section
Arrow and
section
heading
should be
dead when
clicked.
Level 2
links,
below and
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only for
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Your
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Level 2 section
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navigation area
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bleed over
imaginary
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from end
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bar
One paragraph space
between last line of
content and Would You
Like To section
/
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Return to top gif
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within left
navigation area.
Return to Top
One paragraph
space between
utility bar and
Return to Top gif *
I I
Home Key Terms Bookshelf SiteMap Feedback Help
On pages where the utility bar is
positioned BELOW the blue line, there
will be vertical line before the home link
LDS Inc. Proprietary 1998
One paragraph space
between last line of
page and utility bar
L
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Figure 22
Level 3 Page
Header graphic is
replica of that on
home page
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User Interface Design Document (UIDD)
Title of Section is not
replica of that on home
page - it is all on one line
Current level 2 page
title Non-clickable
Current level 3 page title
Non-clickable
Header is not
clickable
Major Leve
1 section
gifs All are
clickable
except
current
section
chosen
Large green
arrow
present on
currently
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section(s). 4
Arrow and
section
heading
should be
dead when
clicked
Level 2 links,
below and
indented, are
visible only for
major section
selected.
They have an
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Color gradient
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Program
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Return to Top
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On pages where the utility bar is
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Figure 23 Appendix B
Level 4 Page AT&T Pension Update Information Center
User Interface Design Document (UIDD)
Current level 2 pageHeader Title of Section is not
graphic is replica of that on home
replica of that page - it is all on one line
on home page
Header is not
clickable.
title Non-clickable
Current level 3 page title
Non-clickable
Major Leve 1
section gits
All are
clickable
except current
section
chosen
*Q \m YourRetirementAssets
Pension Update Information Center
Color gradient
\
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Utility Bar - all utilities
are clickable
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What's*
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Large green
arrow present
on currently
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section(s).
Arrow and
section
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navigation ...
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All empty
arrows are
clickable
Align image box
with first line of
two-line title
Level 3 links,
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Level 2 section
selection.
Current Level 4
page
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section
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graphics
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imaginary
vertical line
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from end
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bar
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content and Would You
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Return to Top
Return to top gif is clickable
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there will be vertical
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Figure 24
Utility Page
Title of Utility
Page (except
Home page)
appears here
Major Section gits.
All are clickable
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AT&T Pension Update Information Center
User Interface Design Document (UIDD)
Header is not
clickable.
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Figure 25
Site Map Page
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Figure 26
Bookshelf Page
Appendix B
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Appendix C
Figure 27
HTML Website Template
1 . <HTML>
2 . <HEAD>
3. <TITLE>Pension Update Information Center: [PLACE PAGE TITLE HERE] </TITLE>
4. </HEAD>
5. <BODY BGCOLOR="#FFFFFF" TOPMARGIN="0" LEFTMARGIN="0">
6. <TABLE BORDER="0" CELPADDING=" 0 " CELLSPACING="0" WIDTH="615">
7 . <TR>
8. <TD ROWSPAN="2">
9. <IMG SRC=" /graphics /ban_wh_i. gif " WIDTH="58" HEIGHT="53" BORDER="0">
10. </TD>
11. <TD C0LSPAN="2">
12. <IMG SRC="/graphics/ban_what.gif" WIDTH="256" HEIGHT="32" BORDER="0"
13. ALT="What ' s Happening">
14. </TD>
15. <TD>
16. <IMG SRC="/graphics/ban_wh_z.gif"
WIDTH="279" HEIGHT="32">
17. </TD>
18. </TR>
19. <TR>
20. <TD COLSPAN="3">
21. <! START TOP UTILITY PIPE >
22. <IMG
SRC="/graphics/ban_puic.gif" WIDTH="196" HEIGHT="21" ALT="Pension Update
23. Information Center" BORDER="0">
24. <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace . cgi?PAGE=home"xiMG
25.
SRC="/graphics/ut_home.gif" WIDTH="44" HEIGHT="21" BORDER="0" ALT="Home"x/A>
26. <A HREF="/keyterms/keyterms .html"><IMG SRC="/graphics/ut_gloss . gif
" WIDTH="70"
27. HEIGHT="21" BORDER="0" ALT="Key Terms"X/A>
28. <A HREF="/bookshlf/bookshlf .html"><IMG SRC="/graphics/ut_book . gif
" WIDTH="67"
29. HEIGHT="21"
BORDER="0" ALT="Bookshelf "></A>
30. <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=map"XIMG
SRC=" /graphics /ut_map . gif "
31. WIDTH="62" HEIGHT="21"
BORDER-"0" ALT="Site Map"X/A>
32. <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace . cgi?PAGE=feed&NAV_FILE=/
33. feedback/feedback. html"><IMG SRC="/graphics/ut_feed. gif
" WIDTH="64"
34. HEIGHT="21"
BORDER="0" ALT="Feedback"x/A>
35. <a HREF="/cgi -bin/Pens ionReplace . cgi?PAGE=help&NAV_FILE=/help/help . html "XIMG
36.
SRC="/graphics/ut_help.gif" WIDTH="37" HEIGHT="21"
BORDER="0" ALT="Help"x/A>
37. <!-- END TOP UTILITY PIPE -->
38. </TD>
39. </TR>
40. </TABLE>
41. <TABLE BORDER="0"
CELPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0" WIDTH="580">
42. <TR>
43. <TD
VALIGN="TOP" ALIGN="LEFT" WIDTH="138">
44. <|-- START LEFT HAND NAVIGATION -->
45. <TABLE
BORDER="0" CELPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0">
46. <TR>
47. <TD
COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT"
VALIGN="BOTTOM" VSPACE="0">
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48.
49.
50.
51.
52.
53.
54.
55.
56.
57.
58.
59.
60.
61.
62.
63.
64.
65.
66.
67.
68.
69.
70.
71.
72.
73.
74.
75.
76.
77.
78.
79.
80.
81.
82.
83.
84.
85.
86.
87.
88.
89.
90.
91.
92.
93.
94.
95.
96.
97.
98.
99.
100.
101.
102.
103.
104.
105.
106.
107.
108.
109.
110.
111.
112.
113.
114.
<IMG SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif" WIDTH="120" HEIGHT="2" BORDER="0"
ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN=" BOTTOM"X/TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT">
<IMG SRC="/graphics/act_what.gif" WIDTH="133" HEIGHT="43" BORDER="C
ALT="What's Happening">
</TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>
<! START LOWER LEVEL SECTION LINKS >
<TABLE BORDER="0" CELPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="1">
<TR>
<TD WIDTH="6" VALIGN="TOP" ALIGN="LEFT">&nbsp; </TD>
<TD width="10" VALIGN="CENTER" ALIGN="LEFT">
<A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=SECTION_VARIABLE_NAME">
<IMG SRC="/graphics/button.gif " WIDTH="8" HEIGHT="15" ALT="Arrow"
BORDER="0"X/A>
</TD>
<TD VALIGN="TOP" ALIGN="LEFT">
<FONT SIZE="-1">
<A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=SECTION_VARIABLE_NAME">
LOWER_LEVEL_LINK_NAME</A>
</FONT>
</TD>
</TR>
</TABLE>
<!-- END LOWER LEVEL SECTION LINKS -->
<TABLE BORDER="0" CELPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0">
<TR>
<TD COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM" VSPACE="0">
<IMG SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif" WIDTH="120" HEIGHT="2" BORDER="0"
ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN= "BOTTOM" >
</TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT">
<A HREF=" /cgi -bin/Pens ionReplace . cgi?PAGE=ret_hm">
<IMG SRC="/graphics/nav_ret.gif" WIDTH="133" HEIGHT="43" BORDER="0"
ALT="Your Retirement Benefits"x/A>
</TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD COLSPAN="4"
ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM'
<IMG
SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif" WIDTH="120'
ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN= "BOTTOM" >
</TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT">
<A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace . cgi?PAGE=mod_homeSNAV_FILE=/
modtools/mod_home . html">
<IMG SRC="/graphics/nav_mod.gif" WIDTH="133
BORDER="0" ALT="Modeling Tools"x/A>
</TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD
COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM" VSPACE'
<IMG
SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif" WIDTH="120
ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN=" BOTTOM" >
</TD>
</TR>
<TR>
<TD COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT"XA
HREF=" /seminar/sem_home . html">
<IMG
SRC="/graphics/nav_sem.gif" WIDTH="133" HEIGHT="43"
BORDER="0" ALT="Cash Balance Seminar Registration"x/A>
VSPACE="0">
HEIGHT="2" BORDER="0"
HEIGHT="43'
0">
HEIGHT="2" BORDER=
133
115. </TD>
116. </TR>
117. <TR>
118. <TD C0LSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM" VSPACE="0">
119. <IMG SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif" WIDTH="120" HEIGHT="2" BORDER="0'
120. ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM" >
121. </TD>
122. </TR>
123. <TR>
124. <TD COLSPAN="4">
125. <A HREF="/look/lk_home.html">
126. <IMG SRC="/graphics/nav_look.gif" WIDTH="133" HEIGHT="43"
127. BORDER="0" ALT="Looking Ahead">
128. </TD>
129. </TR>
130. <TR>
131. <TD COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM" VSPACE="0">
132. <IMG SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif" WIDTH="120" HEIGHT="2" BORDER="0"
133. ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM ">
134. </TD>
135. </TR>
136. <TR>
137. <TD COLSPAN="4">
138. <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=quesSNAV_FILE=/
139. que s /que s_hm. html ">< IMG SRC="/graphics/nav_ques . gif " WIDTH="133"
140. HEIGHT="43" BORDER="0" ALT="Questions?"x/A>
141. </TD>
142. </TR>
143. <TR>
144. <TD COLSPAN="4" ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM" VSPACE="0">
145. <IMG SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif" WIDTH="120" HEIGHT="2"
BORDER="0"
146. ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="BOTTOM">
147. </TD>
148. </TR>
149. </TABLE>
150. <! END LEFT HAND NAVIGATION -->
151. </TD>
152. <TD VALIGN="TOP" WIDTH="10">
153. <IMG SRC="/graphics/bluedot.gif"
ALT="Bluedot" VSPACE=4
154. HEIGHT="399" WIDTH="1"
155. ALIGN="LEFT" VALIGN="TOP">
156. </TD>
157. <TD VALIGN="TOP" WIDTH="432">
158. <!-- START RIGHT HAND SIDE CONTENT -->
159.
160. <!--beg INCL_NOSU
161. PLACE NO SPECIAL UPDATE INFORMATION HERE
162. end INCL_NOSU -->
163.
164. <!--beg INCL_NOVES
165. PLACE NO VESTED INFORMATION HERE
166. end INCL_NOVES -->
167.
168. <!--beg INCL_EXEC
169. PLACE EXECUTIVE INFORMATION HERE
170. end INCL_EXEC -->
171.
172. <! END RIGHT HAND SIDE CONTENT >
173. <TABLE
BORDER="0" CELPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0">
174. <TR>
175. <TD WIDTH="400">
176, <!-- START BOTTOM UTILITY PIPE -->
177 <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=home"xlMG
178
'
SRC="/graphics/ut_hom_2.gif"WIDTH="44" HEIGHT="21" BORDER="0"
179. ALT="Home"x/A>
180 <A HREF="/keyterms/keyterms .html"><IMG
1B1[
SRC="/graphics/ut_gloss.gif"WIDTH="70" HEIGHT="21" BORDER="0"
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182. ALT="Key Terms"X/A>
183. <A HREF="/bookshlf/bookshlf .html"><IMG SRC="/graphics/ut_book . gif
"
184. WIDTH="67" HEIGHT="21" BORDER="0" ALT="Bookshelf "></A>
185. <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=map"><IMG
186. SRC="/graphics/ut_map.gif " WIDTH="62" HEIGHT="21"
187. BORDER="0" ALT="Site Map"x/A>
188. <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=feedSNAV_FILE=/
18 9. feedback/ feedback, html "XIMG SRC=" /graphics /ut_feed. gif "
190. WIDTH="64" HEIGHT="21" BORDER="0" ALT="Feedback"x/A>
191- <A HREF="/cgi-bin/PensionReplace.cgi?PAGE=help4NAV_FILE=/
192. help/help. html"><IMG SRC="/graphics/ut_help . gif " WIDTH="37"
193. HEIGHT="21" BORDER="0" ALT="Help"x/A>
194. <! END BOTTOM UTILITY PIPE >
195. </TD>
196. </TR>
197. </TABLE>
198. </TD>
199. </TR>
200. </TABLE>
201. -CTABLE BORDER="0" CELPADDING="0" CELLSPACING="0">
202. <TR>
203. <TD VALIGN="TOP">
204. <A HREF="#top"xiMG SRC="/graphics/totop . gif " WIDTH="133" HEIGHT="43"
205. BORDER="0" ALT="Return to top."x/A>
206. </TD>
207. </TR>
208. </TABLE>
209. </BODY>
210. </HTML>
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